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FOREWORD 

 
 By 1850 Edward Hitchcock was President of Amherst College, Professor of Geology 
and Natural Theology, Director of the Massachusetts Geological Survey, and a 
Congregational Minister. He had reached the acme of his career. His correspondence with 
scientists included the most eminent men in geology and paleontology. In America these 
were Benjamin Silliman (his old teacher and mentor) and James Dwight Dana, both of Yale, 
and Louis Agassiz of Harvard. In Britain he exchanged ideas with men such as Charles 
Lyell, Adam Sedgwick, Gideon Mantell, Richard Owen and William Buckland. His 
reputation during the 19th Century was excellent, but by the 20th Century it had largely 
faded.  Scientists at that time were not interested in dinosaur tracks in detail. Some may have 
assumed that his geological conclusions were biased by biblical scruples. After all, his 
frequently stated objective was to show the connection between Revelation and Geology. 
We now know that by 1850, apart from an anti-evolution stance, his science was objective 
and unbiased by biblical writing. Are we then to conclude that Hitchcock kept his religion 
tightly compartmentalized from his science? This question will be examined later after 
listing his scientific accomplishments. 
 
1. In 1832, Hitchcock was the first to produce a geologic map of any State, a mere 17 years 
after William Smith had made the first large-scale geologic map that included nearly all of 
Britain. This map was followed in 1833–1841 by three thick volumes describing the geology 
of the Massachusetts and eastern Rhode Island. The brilliance of Hitchcock as a field 
mapper is demonstrated when one examines the 1983 geologic map of Massachusetts. It 
shows that 150+ years ago, Hitchcock had correctly identified the major units of the 
stratigraphic succession and mapped their outlines over a very large region. 
 
2. Hitchcock was the first American to write a college-level introductory textbook. Elements 
of Geology went through 33 editions between 1840 and 1866; the last edition appeared after 
his death in 1864. This text had a great influence on generations of geology students. 
Logical conclusions are drawn from well-documented observations over a wide field of 
important topics. It is a model of reasoning from first principles. 
 
3. In the 1840 edition of Elements of Geology, Hitchcock introduced the first Paleontological 
Range chart that was tied to the geological record (as recently noted by J. David Archibald 
in the Jour. Hist. of Biology). This chart was published as a foldout page inside the front 
cover of the book and appeared in all 30 subsequent editions through 1856. It indicates the 
ranges of major fossil groups from the base of what he termed the Silurian (i.e., now the 
Cambrian) to the top of the Tertiary and the present. These groups (now considered phyla 
and classes) are shown to branch (we would now say “evolve”, but EH would not use that 
term); some of the branches are shown to become extinct.  

The chart indicates that organisms existed throughout a long period of time, a period 
we now know extended back to 560 million years. In that and subsequent texts, Hitchcock 
clearly describes that all organisms are adapted to their surrounding environments, but that 
when global climate changed, extinction of these organisms occurred and after that a new 
creation produced a new set: “It is probable that the earth has changed its inhabitants more 
than the six times that have been mentioned [earlier]... The present animals and plants are 
the sixth group that have occupied the globe”. Earlier in the text he said: “…that [after each 
extinction] the different groups were too much unlike to be contemporaries, and that 
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consequently a new creation must have taken place whenever each new group commenced 
its course.” (Religion of Geology, 1851, p. 166). If one were to simply substitute the word 
“evolution” for his words “a new  creation” in the above quotes the concept would be very 
up-to-date. 
 
4. Hitchcock introduced ichnology (the study of the tracks, trails, and burrows of organisms) 
as a new field of paleontology. When confined to the fossil record, as Hitchcock did, it is 
now called Paleoichnology. In the past 25 years, his collection of dinosaur footprints, the 
largest in America, has generated great interest in the investigation of dinosaur behavior. For 
example, as late as 1970, reconstructed views of dinosaurs were shown dragging their tails 
on the ground as they walked. However, trail-drag marks are extremely rare in the 
Hitchcock fossil footprint collection, and when they do occur, unusual features are 
associated with them. Today’s reconstructed stance of dinosaurs is that of walking with the 
tail off the ground, even in the case of quadrapeds. Hitchcock saw that tail-drag marks were 
rare in his rock specimens; he also saw that most of his dinosaurs were bipedal (forefoot 
marks are absent unless the animal was squatting). He thus concluded an avian origin for his 
footprint specimens, and had a logical point despite those who argued that they were lizards 
because skeletons of dinosaurs were exceedingly rare in the Connecticut Valley and because 
modern flightless birds make three-toed footprints similar to the most common ones in the 
Hitchcock collection. Hitchcock obtained the leg and three-toed foot of a flightless Moa bird 
from New Zealand to prove his point, viz. that large flightless birds could produce very large 
footprints, comparable in size to those in his collection.  
 Although Hitchcock had collected and studied dinosaur tracks since the 1820’s, 
published summaries of the collection did not appear until 1858, with a supplement in 1865, 
a year after his death. Those monographs have been extremely useful in modern research. 
 
5. Hitchcock’s missionary students sent specimens back from all over the world. Those 
specimens and his large collection of dinosaur tracks formed the beginnings of a collection 
that over the years has become recognized as the 3rd most important collection of vertebrate 
fossils in New England, after Yale’s and Harvard’s collections. Hitchcock was instrumental 
assuring that college buildings would house his collections. 
 As president of Amherst College in 1846, Hitchcock ordered the construction of the 
building known as the Octagon. It housed the mineral and footprint collections and had a 
classroom and an astronomical observatory tower. In 1855 he oversaw the construction of 
the Ichnological Cabinet (now Appleton), which displayed the footprint and mineral 
collections and housed the newly acquired mastodon and other skeletons. After his death, 
members of the faculty continued to augment the geology and paleontology collections and 
expanded them to include the skeletons of modern animals, stuffed birds and butterflies. The 
College fully supported these endeavors. The tower of the 1870 Science Building (Walker 
Hall) housed an extraordinary mineral collection, though it was completely destroyed in the 
fire of 1882. By 1910, all the natural science collections were placed in Webster Hall. 
Following the end of World War II these collections were moved to the restored Pratt 
Gymnasium; in 2006 they were moved to a newly constructed museum. This new Natural 
History museum has become an important learning experience for the Amherst community 
and beyond. 
 
 Was Hitchcock’s life an inexplicable enigma where religion was in constant tension 
with science? Or did he compartmentalize religion nearly completely from geology? I think 
neither. From his book, “Religion of Geology” (1851), it is clear that when making scientific 
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observations he was studying what God had laid out, thus he would not even consider 
compromising on what he objectively saw. When making these observations he used the 
same first principles reasoning to draw conclusions from that data that scientists use today. 
Thus we can today rely on their objectivity. For example, his Paleontological Range Chart 
(1840-56) was an objective evaluation for its day, even though he ascribed the appearance of 
new groups after extinction to “a new creation” rather than to evolution. That was not an 
observational conclusion, simply an opinion to explain the range patterns in the record. 

When making an objective observation, Hitchcock internalized what he saw in a 
different way than we do now. While describing a fossil footprint, for example, he was 
marveling at the wondrous complexity of what the Deity had done. His religion carried 
through both fields, but in different ways. He stated that Religion and Geology were 
distinctively different disciplines but that one could inform the other. This position still held 
in Natural Theology today.  

What I am proposing here is a unifying concept that dispels the 20th Century view 
that Hitchcock’s religious life and his scientific life were somehow one of conflicting 
tensions. There seemed to have been few such tensions and this helps to explain how he was 
able to accomplish more in a life of 74 years than most people of his generation. His 
collections and writings are still inspiring scientists today. 
 
 
Edward S. Belt, F. G. S., Ph. D. 
Samuel Austin Hitchcock Professor of Geology and Mineralogy (originally Professor of 
Geology and Natural Theology), Emeritus 
Amherst College 
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Preface and acknowledgments 
 
 I first looked into Edward Hitchcock’s diary in 2004, after I had begun working on 
those of Orra White Hitchcock that I’ve since published (A Woman of Amherst. The Travel 
Diaries of Orra White Hitchcock, 1847 and 1850 [iUniverse 2008]). Like hers, his diary has 
lain neglected since its writing. This neglect still astonishes me, given his great importance 
in mid-nineteenth-century geology, theology, and education, to say nothing of his 
prominence in the history of Amherst College. I soon found that no book on Hitchcock has 
ever been published, and that there are relatively few articles on him, although several of 
these are perceptive and significant. In 2011, I co-curated the exhibition of Orra White 
Hitchcock’s work, whose catalogue details the extensive collaborations of wife and husband 
(see the appended bibliography). 
 The value of Hitchcock’s diary and his associated notes lies in several domains. 
Commissioned to look into agricultural institutions, his accounts of visits to several schools 
in Ireland, Scotland, England, and Western Europe will fascinate historians of education. 
Museum and art historians will be intrigued by his descriptions of the displays and interiors 
of museums, and historians of science, in his meetings with scientists in London, Edinburgh, 
and Dublin. His geological observations are also valuable although most such observations 
were recorded in notebooks that don’t survive. Of interest generally is his participation in 
the meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science and in the antiwar 
International Peace Congress in Frankfurt. Historians of religion will value his encounters 
with ministers and his remarks on religious services that he and his wife regularly attended. 
Finally, his diary and notes are contributions, often amusing, to the history of tourism. 
 Edward Hitchcock’s diaries are kept in Archives and Special Collections of the 
Amherst College Library with the Edward and Orra White Hitchcock Family Papers, which 
I will abbreviate as “EOH” in my endnotes. For the consultation of all related documents, I 
want to thank warmly the staff of Amherst’s Archives and Special Collections: Daria 
D’Arienzo, former head, Margaret R. Dakin, Peter Nelson, Mariah Sakrejda-Leavitt, and 
Marian N. Walker. For various kinds of assistance and encouragement, I want also to thank 
Martin Antonetti, Edward S. Belt, Christopher Benfey, David Bosse, Nicola Courtright, 
Eugenia W. Herbert, Karen Kukil, Mike Milewski, Martha Noblick, Patricia Watson, and 
Nanci Young. 
 

RLH, South Hadley, September 2011 
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A BRIEF CHRONOLOGY OF EDWARD HITCHCOCK’S LIFE 
 AND MAJOR PUBLICATIONS 

 
1793.  Born in Deerfield MA, May 24 
 
1796.  Birth of Orra White in Amherst, March 8 
 
1816-1818.  Principal of Deerfield Academy 
 
1818-1821.  Periods of study in theology at Yale (ordained 1821), simultaneously studied 
chemistry and geology there with Benjamin Silliman 
 
1821.  Marries Orra White, becomes ordained pastor of Congregational Church, Conway 
Mass. 
 
1823.  Publication of first major articles on geology 
 
1825.  Leaves Conway to take up professorship of chemistry and natural history at newly 
founded Amherst College 
 
1825-1827.  Periodic weeks at Yale, studying chemistry with Silliman 
  
1830.  Appointed geologist of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
 
1833.  Report on the geology, mineralogy, botany, and zoology of Massachusetts, with a 
separate album of lithographs by Orra White Hitchcock 
 
1836.  First publication of the fossil footmarks of the Connecticut River Valley, coining the 
term “ichnology” 
 
1837.  Charles Daubeny, leading British geologist, visits Edward in Amherst to see the fossil 
footmarks. 
 
1840.  Elementary geology, with lithographs and woodcuts by Orra White Hitchcock, which 
went through many editions 
 
1841.  Final report on the geology, mineralogy, botany, and zoology of Massachusetts, with 
lithographs and woodcuts by Orra White Hitchcock  
 
1842.  Charles Lyell, prominent British geologist, visits Hitchcock in Amherst 
 
1845-54.  President of Amherst College, and Professor of Natural Theology and Geology. 
 
1847.  The Hitchcocks spend several weeks in Richmond VA 
 
1848.  Fossil footmarks of the United States 
 
1850.  The Hitchcocks spend five months in Europe 
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1851.  Report of commissioners concerning an agricultural school. Commissioned report to 
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
 
 Religion of geology 
 
1854.  Resigned presidency of Amherst College, continued to teach and publish 
 
1856.  Illustrations of surface geology 
 
1858.  Ichnology of New England 
 
1859.  The second, enlarged edition of Religion of geology 
 
1861.  Report on the geology of Vermont, principal investigator and editor 
 
1863.  Death of Orra White Hitchcock, May 26 
 
1864.  Death on February 27 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 Edward Hitchcock, one of America’s leading geologists and President of Amherst 
College, went to Europe from mid-May to mid-October, 1850, accompanied and aided by 
his wife Orra White Hitchcock. It’s her engrossing diary that documents every day of this 
journey through the British Isles and Western Europe. Edward kept a diary only for their 
travel in Wales, England, Ireland, and Scotland. Fortunately, for the remainder of their trip 
he kept extensive notes which form a well-documented account.1 For the historian of 
science, he offers descriptions of geological sites and gives descriptions, all too rarely 
available, of museum displays of the natural sciences. The cultural historian will be 
intrigued by his constant attention to religious issues, to class structure (he was offended by 
the gulf between classes in Europe), and to urban institutions and tourist sites. His 
descriptions of agricultural schools and graduation ceremonies at Oxford and Cambridge 
will fascinate educators. 
 Edward wrote most of his diary in short declarative sentences: the well-published 
scientist sticking close to the record. He mentions Orra only twice, and his close friend John 
Tappan but once, although Tappan and his wife accompanied the Hitchcocks much of the 
time and subsidized the tour. On a few occasions he doffed his professorial cap. When in 
Oxford, he hoped to meet William Buckland, whose publications he admired. “Here I saw 
the Drs. Lecture Room where were several caricature sketches, one representing the Dr. 
lecturing with the Ammonite in his hand which he used to put over his neck. Also a saurian 
lecturing to his fellows upon a fossil human cranium he had found. Before the Dr. closed his 
lectures he often had only 4 or 5 auditors & this probably had something to do with his 
derangement. He is now in a lunatic asylum.”2 

 “Objects of the tour” is the heading of a memorandum Edward wrote shortly after 
returning home in October, 1850. 
 

1. To recover health or rather to arrest for a little while the progress of disease. 
2. To see a few religious & scientific men with whom I had had correspondence. 
3. To see the scenery, geology & cabinets of natural history. 
4. To see the Literary & Scientific Institutions. 
5. To observe the agriculture & agricultural Institutions. 
6. To learn the character & condition of the common & lower classes of the people. 
7. To glance at the old castles & modern public buildings & private seats of the 
gentry. Paintings & statues. The roads, the rail roads, steamboats, stages & taverns. 
etc. etc. 
8. To take the privilege of a cat to look upon a king, a queen or nobleman should 
such an one happen to cross my path.3 

 
 As we shall see, each of these goals was fulfilled. The sixth speaks well for his and 
Orra’s democratic concerns for the lower classes, closely attached to their aims as educators. 
                                                 
1 Both diaries and Edward’s notes are among the Edward and Orra White Hitchcock Papers in Amherst 
College’s Archives and Special Collections, that I will refer to as EOH. Because ‘Hitchcock’ can refer to either 
partner, I shall use their first names throughout this book. Because she writes in greater detail and with a 
different perspective, her diary (OWH) should be read alongside her husband’s. His diary has never been 
published or, indeed, referred to, so the attached bibliography concerns only his professional work. 
2 Edward’s diary, entry of June 21,1850. Hereafter I shall refer to his diary of 1850 simply by listing the date, 
and to Orra’s as “OWH,” and the date, in both cases omitting the year, always understood to be 1850.  
3 From reflections on the European tour, a list of telegraphic phrases, undated but surely of late October or 
early November, 1850: EOH box 19, folder 7. I shall refer to this document hereafter as “”Diary notes”.”  
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The eighth goal signals the healthy curiosity of an American republican, once amusingly 
borne out when the Hitchcocks sat near the royal family in church on the Isle of Wight. 
Edward described Prince Albert in a lapidary phrase: “He wears his beard on the upper lip & 
looks like a respectable German, as he is.” (June 9).  
   The European trip had been urged upon Edward by his colleagues at Amherst 
College, where he was in his sixth year as president; they hoped that travel would appease 
his hypochondria and pervasive despondency. It was the Hitchcocks’ sole travel abroad and 
only their second extended vacation together away from home (they had spent several weeks 
in 1847 in Richmond, Virginia).4 Edward’s professional concerns determined their European 
itinerary. They went to major geological sites, including the mountainous region of northern 
Wales, the Giant’s Causeway in North Ireland, the Parallel Roads in Scotland, and the Swiss 
Alps. Commissioned by the government of Massachusetts to inquire into agricultural 
instruction (he was known for advocating scientific agricultural education), Edward visited 
several farming schools in Great Britain and Ireland, and a few on the Continent. The couple 
also had a week in Edinburgh, where Edward delivered two papers at the annual meeting of 
the British Association for the Advancement of Science. On the Continent later that summer, 
the two travelers attended the Third International Peace Congress in Frankfurt, Germany, 
where Edward served as a delegate from Massachusetts. 
 Although it’s disappointing that Edward didn’t continue his diary on the Continent, 
at least we have some scattered notes on his Continental travel,5 and also his extensive 
descriptions and commentaries on Germany, Switzerland and Paris in two of his major 
publications, Religion of geology, which appeared in 1851, a few months after his return 
from Europe, and his autobiographical Reminiscences of Amherst College, published in 
1863. These accounts were not based solely upon memory. From internal evidence in the 
diary, it’s clear that he drew from notes that he took en route; these have disappeared.6 After 
his return home he compiled extensive memoranda based on those lost notes. It’s also 
possible that he consulted Orra’s diary when he wrote about the tour, but there’s hardly a 
hint that he did so. His diary and memoranda are nearly devoid of affective writing but in 
Religion of Geology and Reminiscences he used evocative prose that reveals his Romantic 
naturalism. Luckily we also have four travel letters he sent back to the weekly New York 
Observer, and these give us intriguing peeks into his European experiences although they 
are couched in the neutral manner of a practiced writer and have little of Orra’s wide-eyed 
sparkle. Several letters sent to his family while abroad have survived, and these add a few 
personal notes to the generally sober tone of his diary.  
 While editing Edward’s diary that records salient events from May 28th to August 9th, 
1850, I’ve often drawn upon Orra’s diary and Edward’s published travel letters for my 
annotations and commentaries. This portion of the Hitchcocks’ tour occupies the first four 
chapters of the book. The remaining three chapters, covering the period from August 13th to 
the return home in October, concern the International Peace Congress in Frankfurt, the 
mountains of Switzerland, a stay of two weeks in Paris, and the transatlantic return. For 
these, Orra’s diary and one of Edward’s travel letters are very helpful, and so are the 
memoranda he wrote after his return home. I’ll also look into the relevant passages in 
Religion of geology and Reminiscences. The salient elements of each period of the tour will 
appear in introductions to each chapter. 
                                                 
4 See OWH. 
5 These include the undated “Diary notes,” and very short accounts of the expenses of the European tour and 
visits to agricultural schools (EOH, box 2, folder 14, and box 22, folder 16). 
6 He used these same lost notes to describe in some detail his geological observations in Europe in his 
Illustrations of surface geology (Washington, 1857), 34-43. 
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 Before I turn to the European trip, I must briefly recapitulate Edward’s special 
concerns in geology so that his references to rocks and geological strata can be readily 
understood. To orient the reader, I’ve included a glossary of the geological terms that he 
used, and a schematic chronology of his life. He was a precocious scholar, and largely self-
taught, although he had scattered months of study with Benjamin Silliman, Yale’s professor 
of chemistry and geology. In the early 1820s, while still the pastor of a rural church, he 
published important geological articles in Silliman’s American Journal of Science. In 1830, 
five years after he began teaching chemistry and natural sciences at Amherst College, he 
was appointed geologist of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and it was in this capacity 
that he published in 1833 the first of his major books, Report on the geology, mineralogy, 
botany, and zoology of Massachusetts. It was the first commissioned state survey published 
in the United States. Orra contributed ten lithographs of Connecticut Valley landscapes, and 
dozens of other lithographs and woodcuts to this publication. Ever the conscientious 
illustrator, she reworked several of the lithographs for the successor edition (1835) and for 
the Final report (1841). 
 In 1836 Edward revealed to the geological world the fossil footprints of the 
Connecticut River Valley. Others had already seen these prehistoric marks, but he was the 
first to publish and analyze them.7 In articles and books over the next twenty-two years, he 
added greatly to the inventory of these fossil imprints––he coined the term “Ichnology”––
some of which he concluded were made by giant birds, others by saurian reptiles. The 
mistaken idea of huge birds was at first given credence by the identification in 1839 of the 
Dinornis (the gigantic extinct moa), by Richard Owen (1804-1892). Edward collected 
hundreds of Jurassic imprints, and displayed them at Amherst College. Their fame, and 
Edward’s publications, attracted visits in 1837 from Charles Daubeny (1795-1867) and in 
1842 from Charles Lyell (1797-1875), a leading British geologist.8 For a time, Lyell, Owen, 
Daubeny, Buckland, Silliman, Murchison, and other scientists accepted the idea of bird 
tracks, but as more dinosaur remains were found, the birds had to give way to the bipedal 
Jurassic animals. Nonetheless, Edward’s writings on the fossils contributed importantly to 
the volatile world of early paleontology. By 1856, as evidence grew about dinosaurs, 
Edward no longer insisted upon giant birds. Referring to an unusually large fossil print, he 
wrote “Upon the whole the evidence is very strong that this animal was an enormous biped 
with a very long tail.”9 In 1850, however, Edward still thought of giant birds, and in Great 
Britain, he and Orra paid particular attention to skeletons of the Dinornis and made a point 
of meeting Owen and others devoted to paleontology. 
 To the extent that Edward’s reputation endures, it rests upon his studies and 
collections of the fossil footprints. His role as theologian, and his adoption of “natural 
theology,” long dominated his posthumous reputation and he was wrongly neglected 
throughout the twentieth century. His contributions to science and education went far 
beyond the footmarks. It was long mistakenly assumed that he always looked at geology 
through a distorting lens of religion, but this is not so. In his major books on science and, in 
the lectures he gave at Edinburgh in the summer of 1850, he made no mention whatever of 
religion! Stanley M. Guralnick has shown that Edward was always open to the latest 

                                                 
7 “Ornithichnites in Connecticut,” in Silliman’s American Journal of Science, vol. 29, 1836, 307-40. James A. 
Deane, a medical doctor in Greenfield, had notified Edward in 1835 of the fossil “turkey tracks,” and later 
accused Edward of usurping his place as ‘discover.’ Jane Winchester, in Footnotes along the Connecticut: 
James Deane MD (Greenfield MA 2003) warmly and somewhat naively takes Deane’s part. The dispute is 
more objectively summarized in Merrill 1924 (pp. 553-59).  
8 Charles Lyell, Travels in North America in the years 1841-42 (New York, 2 vols., 1845), vol. 1, 199. 
9 Hitchcock, in the American Journal of Science, new series, vol. 21 (1856), 99.  
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scientific discoveries and these led him to dispute the conventional beliefs that tied geology 
to the mosaic deluge.10 Edward S. Belt has pointed to Edward’s major contributions to 
geomorphology, metamorphic geology, stratigraphy, and sedimentology.11 For Hitchcock, 
science, properly understood, supported biblical revelation as long as the words of the Bible 
were not taken literally. His absorption of contemporaneous science means that he was not 
like modern American Creationists. Natural theology, stemming from William Paley’s 
eponymous book of 1802, taught that the objective and scientific study of nature, unbiased 
by prior assumptions, explained divine creation.12 Like Paley, Edward was convinced that 
God not only created nature in his “intelligent design” but also intervened in its operations 
through ‘”divine benevolence.” He opposed theories of evolution, prominent since the turn 
of the century, because he knew of no fossils that spanned the successive ages of extinction, 
and because he wanted to retain belief that God intervened after each extinction to create 
utterly new species. He was far from alone in this13 but from the vantage point of later 
generations’ secular science, his belief in “wise design” (wrongly considered to be opposed 
to science) and his rejection of evolution condemned him to irrelevance, and so did his 
failure to accept the revolutionary idea of a gigantic glacial cap put forth by Louis Agassiz 
in 1840. Strong on empirical description but weak on theory, his chief memorial remains 
that marvelous collection of fossil prints in the Amherst College museum, and the many 
other fossils, rocks, and minerals that he placed there.  
 

The European tour of 1850 
 

Born in 1793, Edward was fifty-seven in the summer of 1850. Orra, three years 
younger, had been a teacher of science and art when they met, and was the principal 
illustrator of his publications as well as mother of their six surviving children (two were lost 
in infancy). She was also matriarch of the presidential home and her husband’s 
indispensable helpmate in all things. He knew he could count on her intelligence and her 
supporting role which freed him to concentrate on his scientific, educational, and religious 
preoccupations. Toward the end of the European tour, he thanked Orra in a letter to his son. 
“I am rejoiced to say that your beloved mother seems to have derived benefit to her health 
from our journeyings. This is some reward for her great self denial & sacrifice in 
accompanying me. Had she not been with me it does seem as if I could not have gone 
through what I have.”14 Orra, well versed in the sciences, and particularly advanced in 
botany and conchology, fully appreciated their visits to public museums and private 
collections of fossils, minerals, shells, and gems. She attended sessions of the Edinburgh 
conference in August as a highly qualified observer. Edward’s journey cannot be examined 
                                                 
10 Stanley M. Guralnick, “Geology and religion before Darwin: the case of Edward Hitchcock, theologian and 
geologist (1793-1864),” Isis 63 (1972), 529-43, passim. However, Guralnick did not note that in 1823, in his 
Utility of natural history, Edward wrote that the Noachian Deluge did not mean the origin of the earth, 
although it marked the origin of human life. He was already alert then, while still a pastor, to the vast expanse 
of pre-Noachian geological time and was conversant with the latest publications by British geologists, several 
of which he reviewed for Silliman’s journal. 
11 “Edward Hitchcock, his geology and his religion,” manuscript of 1997 (privately communicated), and the 
foreword to the present book. 
12 “Paley” was listed as one of seven courses for freshman year at Amherst College (Reminiscences, 53). 
13 Most contemporaneous scientists agreed with him, including Louis Agassiz. See Robert V. Bruce, The 
launching of modern American science, 1846-1876 (New York, 1987), 121. “In Agassiz’s view, God had not 
turned his back on creation. Divinely willed cataclysms periodically reshaped the earth’s surface, wiping out 
existing species, whereupon God restocked the earth with fresh creations.” 
14 Letter from Paris to Edward Hitchcock, Jr., September 25, 1850: EOH box 4, folder 43. 
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as though he were alone, so I urge the reader to consult her published diary. For nearly every 
site or institution they visited, she expanded and complemented his usually taciturn recitals, 
and added many touches of wit that let us place her alongside him as they traveled. She was 
closely involved in education at Amherst, but in her diary she addressed only herself, and 
felt free to comment, sometimes irreverently, on all manner of persons, institutions and 
events. Edward’s diary is that of a male teacher and scientist who seldom departed from the 
professional script. Like many men, he was fond of facts, noting the mileage and duration of 
their travel, the number of tunnels the railroads passed through, and the dimensions of 
buildings. As befits a scientist, his description of Mount Snowdon (May 30) is purely 
factual, whereas in her diary entry, Orra named their ponies and articulated the sublime 
view: 
 

Ascended Snowdon [with their friends the Tappans], highest mountain in Eng., 
furnished with a guide & each a pony: Swift, Jane Lord, Nutmeg & Isabella. 5 miles. 
Less difficult ascent than Mt Washington. More varied & picturesque & sublimely 
magnificent. Words cannot describe it. One moment we were in the midst of a dense 
fog, the next it would blow off & give us a tableau view of scenery of unsurpassed 
beauty: mountains, lakes, cottages, green fields, the top covered with a stunted 
vegetation. One beautiful pink flower.15 

 
 Edward’s diary sometimes reads like a set of field notes, and we should not expect 
much in the way of personal reflections, although he often compared sites in Great Britain 
with the valleys, rivers, and mountains of New England, frequently to the advantage of the 
home places.16 In his sermons and published writings there’s abundant evidence of his 
deeply romantic absorption in nature.17 His flights of nature-loving were already fully 
fledged by 1823, when he was thirty. At Bellows Falls, Massachusetts, 
 

I chanced to cross this bridge from the east, as the evening twilight was dying away, 
and there was just indistinctness enough upon objects to leave room for the play of 
the imagination. In the middle of the bridge I stopped and looked into the foaming 
stream below, where the ragged rocks, half seen amid the partial darkness, jutting out 
from the banks and shooting up from the bottom, presented a real Charybdis, 
devouring whatever entered its jaws. Dangers enough were visible, in the dark 
waters below; and while nothing but the bridge seemed to separate me from 
destruction, on looking up I saw the venerable Fall mountain, rising with its 
impending precipices, and threatening to bury the whole in ruins.18 

 
 Although Edward’s diary and his notes on the tour only rarely let a more relaxed 
personality become visible, it would be a mistake to think of him as always a dour scientist 
and stern moralist. His professional writings are seeded with quotations from poets like 
James Thomson, James Beattie, John Clare, William Cowper (including some of his 
humorous poems), Wordsworth, Milton, and Pope. In his 1850 diary, references to literature 

                                                 
15 OWH, June 30. 
16 Diary entries of May 30 and 31; June 4, 5, and 6, and July 18, 10, and 22. 
17 See Robert L. Herbert, “The sublime landscapes of Western Massachusetts: Edward Hitchcock’s romantic 
naturalism,” The Massachusetts historical review 12 (Dec. 2010): 71-99. 
18 Hitchcock, A sketch of the geology, mineralogy and topography of the Connecticut; with a map and 
drawings, and occasional botanical notice (New Haven, 1823), edited version of articles published in the 
American Journal of Science, vols. 6 and 7, 1823. 
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occasionally break through to remind us that he was a deeply cultured man. “Passed a large 
cathedral in Bristol, quite ancient. In the church of St. Mary Radcliffe, Chatterton pretended 
to have found his M.S.S. of Rowley.” (June 7). Furthermore, in the midst of his often 
telegraphic diary entries, we are occasionally surprised by comments on daily life. “In 
Glencoe many of the huts have but one door for the family & the cattle, the former being 
one way & the latter the other. [sic] I have seen an old lady sitting on the manure in the part 
of the hut belonging to the cattle.” (July 22).  
 A few other disclosures of Edward’s human side were made by his first biographer, 
his Amherst colleague W. S. Tyler. He thought Edward too liberal a teacher and president 
who did not believe in the strict discipline favored by the trustees and teachers. Edward, he 
wrote,  
 

had always been an advocate of a more paternal government. He never relished the 
traditional system of college pains and penalties. Like too many other hereditary 
notions and practices which prevail among the students, they seemed to him to savor 
too much of the dark ages... . He preferred the use of moral and Christian motives... . 
From the commencement of Dr. Hitchcock’s administration, there was a great falling 
off in the number and aggravation of cases of discipline. He strove to rule in the 
hearts of the students... . Unwillingness to grieve their father restrained them from 
many an act of disobedience.’19  

 
Students welcomed his paternalism. During examinations “Pres. Hitchcock knew what each 
pupil could answer & he would call on Emerson or French [strong students] for the list of 
the elements while he would call on the poorer scholars for the formula for air or water, or 
give some easy question. Consequently his classes marked very high ... .”20 Little of this 
softer side shows in Edward’s diary and notes on the tour of 1850, but it should be kept in 
mind while consulting these documents. He was very much a human being, not an 
automaton. 
 Once landed in Wales, Edward could at last look upon the rocks and mountains that 
had been the sites of the very recent identification and naming of the Cambrian, Devonian, 
and Silurian geological periods by Adam Sedgwick (1785-1873) and Roderick Impey 
Murchison (1792-1871).21 His conversations with Sedgwick (July 1) show that he was fully 
aware of these new developments. He was especially interested in “drift,” the consequences 
of glacial movement that scraped grooves (striae) into hard rock and deposited moraines of 
rocks and pebbles. Over the previous twenty years he had been a pioneer in examining and 
describing these phenomena in New England and nearby states. In 1840, Agassiz had 
posited gigantic ice sheets in prehistoric Europe (and later, across North America) but 
Edward, like most contemporaneous scientists, could not accept this daring thesis and 
instead attributed striae and moraines to individual glaciers and to icebergs floating in the 
primordial seas which he believed covered North America. As we shall see in his diary, in 
Wales and Scotland he eagerly sought out similar signs of glacial action and climbed the 
heights of Wales with a newly purchased barometer to record drift at known altitudes. At the 
science conference in Edinburgh, which for Edward was surely the climax of the first half of 
                                                 
19 William S. Tyler, A discourse delivered in the village church in Amherst, March 2d, 1864, at the funeral of 
Rev. Prof. Edward Hitchcock, D.D., LL.D. (Springfield, 1864), 28-29. 
20 Calvin S. Locke, Amherst class of 1849, letter of June 17, 1900, to the son of W. S. Tyler (Amherst Archives 
and Special Collections, Alumni biographical files). 
21 See Martin J. S. Rudwick, The great devonian controversy (Chicago, 1985). Edward had corresponded with 
Sedgwick (Reminiscences, 377) 
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the European tour, he talked with fellow geologists about his observations. He then 
introduced these observations into discussions during the formal sessions. He gave two 
addresses on “sea beaches” and “sea terraces” formed by glacial rivers and lakes in New 
England; he eagerly documented similar formations as he traveled in Wales and Scotland. 

Edward was always conscious of his role as educator, and this shows in his 
observations about museum displays, university rituals, and agricultural schools. In London 
and several other cities, he described museum rooms, lighting, and display cases with 
special interest because he had designed and installed the “cabinets” of similar objects at 
Amherst College. He disliked crowded displays and admired rooms with overhead lighting 
from clerestory windows and well-ordered exhibition cases with cogent labels. His visits to 
more than a dozen natural history collections are a record of museum installations that 
should interest modern museum specialists.22 College commencements in Amherst were in 
his mind when he visited Oxford and Cambridge. He wrote about their libraries, the setting 
of their colleges, and their degree-awarding ceremonies. These latter were not to his liking. 
At Oxford, he wrote, “The amount of ceremony gone through was great & to me some of it 
ridiculous. The Vice Chancellor Dr. Plumtree presided in his black silk gown with red in 
front & his square topped cap . . . Some wore scarlet gowns & there was a great difference 
in the costumes indicating I suppose different grades.” (June 21).  

Agricultural schools formed another domain of interest in Europe. Pursuing his 
government commission, Edward annotated his visits to schools in England, Ireland, 
Scotland, Germany, Switzerland, and the Paris region. He paid attention to all aspects of the 
schools, their curricula, numbers and origins of the students, their housing, libraries, natural 
science collections (if any), the quality and extent of attached farms, and their fees. He 
gathered prospectuses and descriptions of them as he traveled, but these and the notes he 
took on the spot have disappeared. His diary sometimes gives us a good idea of these visits. 
At the Glasnevin Agricultural School in Dublin, the boys “work all day except morning & 
evening when they study & the principal gives lectures. They were called in [from the 
fields] & passed a good examination in Agricultural Chemistry & Agriculture. I was quite 
pleased . . . The payment of the boys for work operates well & deserves in my opinion 
special attention in Massachusetts.” (July 12). Edward nonetheless lamented the rigid class 
structure that gave no room in these institutions to ordinary “farmers’ sons.” His American 
liberalism was annoyed by finding that throughout Europe, “the lower classes are not 
allowed to learn in the schools what they please, and go as far as they can; but only such 
subjects as the higher classes consider appropriate to qualify them for the humble sphere 
they are expected to occupy.”23 He incorporated his findings in his report to the 
Commonwealth shortly after returning to Amherst. It included many pages of detailed notes 
on the various European schools he had visited. In the next decade it became a key  
document for the Massachusetts Agricultural College, later the University of Massachusetts. 

In addition to being a geologist and educator, Edward was an ordained minister who 
regularly preached in Amherst, frequently on the ties he envisioned between science and 
religion. Taking a Janus-faced position, he urged theologians to recognize that modern 
science, rightly viewed, was a vital supporter of religion, and admonished scientists to value 
the moral realm of Christian belief. Both Hitchcocks were Calvinists, and throughout their 
travels in Europe they attended Sabbath services (usually twice each Sunday); Edward 
served as guest preacher twice (June 2 and July 7). They sought out “dissenters” and “free 
Church” clergymen and services that came closest to their strict kind of observance, and 

                                                 
22 See especially entries for June 17, 18, 21 and 25; July 11, and August 3. 
23 Reminiscences, 353. 
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usually avoided Episcopalians and Presbyterians. By exception they attended an Episcopal 
service in the Surrey Chapel in London, perhaps because they had learned of its 
independently minded preacher. “An excellent sermon by Rev. Mr. Sherman exhibiting a 
true revival spirit. After the usual church service Mr. S. read an excellent prayer such as 
would be uttered by a dissenter of ardent piety. No wonder a man like Mr. S. feels 
dissatisfied with the usual church service.” (June 16).  

Closely attached to the Hitchcocks’ ardent religious views was their horror of 
alcohol. Edward helped establish a temperance movement at Amherst College, and 
frequently preached and wrote about the evils of drinking. On six different occasions in his 
diary he lamented the prevalence of alcohol. Both he and Orra recorded one minister’s claim 
that “grog shops” in London outmatched churches by ten to one. (June 16). Edward was 
startled to find “wine & beer & whisky shops open” on the Sabbath (June 23), and was 
dismayed when a landlady in North Ireland who had taken the temperance pledge, 
nonetheless asked “if we would have whiskey, brandy, or wine.” (July 17). He was 
embarrassed, and occasionally offended, to discover that on social occasions only wine was 
on offer. He then had to ask pointedly for water, reversing, as it were, Christ’s miracle. 
Tobacco was equally offensive. “A great annoyance here are the beggars that follow you 
every where with some thing to sell & if you will not buy then they beg for money to obtain 
tobacco or rum . . . The quantities of tobacco also used by the poor people is very great & 
one of the causes of their degradation.” (July 17). 
 The temperance movement in Massachusetts was intertwined with the antiwar cause, 
which gained renewed energy in opposition to the Mexican war. Amherst’s weekly 
Hampshire and Franklin Gazette, for which Edward frequently wrote, supported the 
temperance movement and was strongly against both slavery and the war with Mexico; so 
were the state’s Peace Societies. Edward was among the many passionate Christians in the 
antislavery camp, but we do not know the extent to which he sympathized with the antiwar 
groups.24 However, he must have been known for his feelings against war, because he was 
made a Massachusetts delegate at the International Peace Congress in Frankfurt, in 1850. 
John Tappan, a friend and associate of Edward’s, had been a peace activist for two decades. 
He had paid the transatlantic passage of the Hitchcocks and of Elihu Burritt, the chief 
organizer of the Peace Congress. Both Tappan and his wife, Sarah Salisbury Tappan, were 
with the Hitchcocks at the Congress in Frankfurt. Edward was elected a vice-president of the 
conference and gave a speech, but we know little about his activity there. Judging by the 
account of the conference that he sent to the New York Observer, we can assume that he 
endorsed the meeting’s resolutions against war.25 In his European travels he objected to the 
prevalence of monuments to military men (June 13 and July 28), and in Frankfurt he was 
alarmed by the heavy military presence. 
 Following the heady politics of the Frankfurt conference, the Hitchcocks indulged in 
several weeks of tourism in Switzerland and Paris, with only occasional visits to agricultural 
schools. The mountains of Switzerland had long been highlights of European tours, given 
added interest for Edward because it was there that Agassiz began the investigations that led 
to his conception of a prehistoric glacial age. Of course Swiss mountains were also the site 
of the effusions of many a Romantic writer, and both Edward and Orra were well steeped in 
Romantic naturalism. In Wales and the Isle of Wight Edward exclaimed over “romantic 
scenery,” on one occasion no fewer than four times (June 11). He used the terms “sublime” 

                                                 
24 In Europe he objected to the prevalence of monuments to military men (June 13 and July 28), and in 
Frankfurt he was alarmed by the heavy military presence. 
25 Hitchcock, New York Observer (28 September 1850), lead article. 
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and “picturesque” in correct Romantic fashion, distinguishing them from the “beautiful.”26 
The sublime fills one with awe, whereas the beautiful is idealized nature, usually disciplined 
by human intervention. In the countryside from Ludlow to Monmouth, “The scenery along 
this route is extremely rich & beautiful, not wild & sublime. The hills are of moderate height 
& cultivated to their summits, save where covered with trees.” (June 5). The picturesque is 
quaint, rough-edged, and does not rise to the heights of the beautiful or the sublime. Just 
when and how Edward absorbed his echt Romantic conception is not known. He loved 
poetry, including Wordsworth’s and Clare’s, and probably absorbed the classifications of 
Romantic naturalism without depending upon any particular text. 
 Of course it’s God who created the ever-fascinating world of nature. “Some may, 
perhaps, doubt whether it can have been one of the objects of divine benevolence and 
wisdom, in arranging the surface of this world, so as to construct and adorn it as to gratify a 
taste for fine scenery. But I cannot doubt it. I see not else why nature every where is fitted 
up in a lavish manner with all the elements of the sublime and beautiful, nor why there are 
powers in the human soul so intensely gratified in contact with those elements, unless they 
were expressly adapted for one another by the Creator.”27 This last phase is a key to 
Edward’s beliefs. Humans are endowed by God with the ability to respond esthetically to his 
creations. Consequently Edward, from his earliest writings to his latest, always urged his 
contemporaries to leave behind ordinary routines and plunge into the cleansing realm of 
nature. Any sensitive person could benefit from these Wordsworthian experiences. Superior 
men will not limit themselves to gun and fishing tackle. Rather naively, Edward put himself 
among “superior men” when he wrote “Yet it is only a few gifted and adventurous minds [of 
science] that are able, from some advanced mountain top, to catch a glimpse of the entire 
stream of truth, formed by the harmonious union of all principles, and flowing on 
majestically into the boundless ocean of all knowledge, the Infinite Mind.”28 

From the sublime Swiss mountains, the Hitchcocks went as directly to Paris as 
transport permitted––four days—and spent two weeks there, taking in the city’s secular 
monuments and institutions although, of course, they attended church services on the 
Sabbath, and visited museums and collections of natural history. Orra wrote quite fully of 
their days in the French capital, but for Edward’s account we have only the memoranda that 
he made upon his return to Amherst. After noting “Taste of the French superior to that of the 
English,” he made a long list of the places they visited in Paris, without commenting upon 
them: the usual tourist spots, the churches, and trips to Versailles and Sèvres.29 In one 
memorandum, he listed expenses of some purchases for himself, including medicines and a 
silk gown.30 He also wrote down some scattered financial accounts of the trip, and 
subsequently gave Paris a few sentences in Religion of geology and Reminiscences.  

On September 21st, Edward drafted a letter to an unnamed Massachusetts official, 
laying out his ideas for founding an agricultural school for the state.31 In embryo, these 
formed the nucleus of his Report to the commissioners that he completed shortly after his 
return home. He also wrote out a full account of the expenses of the tour that could be 
attributed to his investigation of agricultural institutions, and on September 25th he repeated 
this reckoning in a letter to his son Edward, Jr., so that a claim could be made to the state in 

                                                 
26 See Herbert, Hitchcock’s sublime landscapes (note 17). 
27 Religion of geology, 183. 
28 Religion of geology, 511. 
29 “Diary notes,” folio 10 verso. 
30 EOH, box 2, folder 14, record of expenses 1850-1854. 
31 EOH, box 22, folder 16, miscellaneous notes on agricultural schools of Europe. 
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case he never reached home.32 His customary fear of immanent death was with him all the 
way home. He was seasick when crossing the English Channel and again on the eleven-day 
voyage across the Atlantic. Through his sickness he was dimly aware that their returning 
steamer wrecked a fishing boat and had to take on her crew, a dramatic incident well 
described by Orra (OWH, October 6). The approach to home brought a quick recovery, and 
the return to Amherst was a triumphal occasion. The whole college turned out on October 
18th and escorted the Hitchcocks to the presidential home; that night the college windows 
were illuminated in celebration.33 

                                                 
32 EOH, box 4, folder 43, family letters. 
33 Reported in the Hampshire and Franklin Express, October 25,1850. 
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EDWARD HITCHCOCK’S DIARY 
 
 Edward’s diary begins in Liverpool when he summarizes the eleven day Atlantic 
crossing from Boston, and ends ten weeks later in London. He wrote in a leather-covered 
sewn binding, 57/8 x 33/8 in., made by John Marsh, Boston, labeled “Marsh’s Metallic 
Memorandum Book with metallic pencil.” In an attached tubular sleeve, there’s a solid point 
of graphite or lead affixed to the end of a wood pencil. Edward left two pages blank, but 
filled both sides of the remaining sixty-two pages, for a total of 16,600 words. Usually he 
wrote first in pencil, then went over it in dark brown ink, but sometimes wrote directly in 
ink. Occasionally he left short blank spaces to be filled in later with proper nouns or 
descriptive phrases, but a few of them remain untouched. Internal evidence shows that he 
often wrote two or three days after the date recorded, and that he wrote observations on 
separate pages that have disappeared. I’ve retained his often eccentric punctuation, spelling, 
and indentations of paragraphs and sentences. A question mark in brackets denotes a 
probable but not certain spelling. 
 

 
Chapter 1. “They were awfully sublime:” From Wales to the Isle of Wight, May 28-

June 11, 1850 
 
 Originally the Hitchcocks had thought of going directly from Liverpool to London, 
but aboard ship they met Jonathan Phillips of Boston who offered to meet their costs for a 
more leisurely route. From Liverpool, accompanied much of the time by their friends John 
and Sarah Tappan, the couple traveled through northern Wales, then went southeast to 
Bristol and Bath. From there they crossed over to the Isle of Wight before returning inland 
to London. In Wales and on the Isle of Wight, Edward was able to study geological sites 
long famous for their “romantic” and “sublime” views, and more recently the locus of 
exciting new theories of ancient geological eras by Sedgwick, Murchison, Mantell, and 
others.  
 Edward was particularly keen to find signs of glacial movement that he had often 
documented in New England. In Wales he used a barometer purchased in Liverpool to locate 
altitudes in relation to glacial “drift.” Although his observations––of interest still today to 
geologists––show glacial movement nearly always from northeast to southwest, he 
attributed these to local glaciers and to icebergs floating in ancient oceans instead of 
accepting Agassiz’s new concept of a massive ice cap. On a few occasions his diary reads 
like a set of field notes but he was always sensitive to natural beauty. Like other travelers of 
the Romantic era who climbed to the summits of Snowdon and Cedar Idris, he savored their 
spectacular views. As he climbed Snowdon, “the clouds gathered on the top & we almost 
gave up the hope of getting a view. But after remaining at the top sometime, the fog began 
to break away & such views as opened by glimpses, I never beheld. They were awfully 
sublime. Lake and glen appeared for a moment, as if by magic & then were hidden again.” 
(May 30). 
 Except for overnight stays in Dolgelly and the Isle of Wight, the Hitchcocks moved 
along every day by rail or carriage, enjoying and commenting on the countryside. Edward 
wrote less frequently about tourist sites than Orra did in her diary, but between the layers of 
his often clipped prose we find evidence that he enjoyed their visits to famous places. They 
made a day’s detour to see the two spectacular modern bridges across the Straits of Menai 
(May 28), so tourism was on their agenda from the outset. Edward was pleased to visit 
several castles, and at Ludlow he had a suitably gothic reaction: “The Dungeon of the Castle 
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a horrid hole entered only by a trap door, & it had a Chapel! for a ghostly confessor!” (June 
4). He was impressed by Tintern Abbey, but gave it short shrift compared to Orra’s account 
(OWH, 6 June).  
 Although the Hitchcocks attended church services twice every Sunday, we depend 
upon Orra’s diaries for their Sabbath observances except on two occasions. In Dolgelly on 
June 2nd, Edward was invited to preach. His sermon was translated into Welsh on the spot, 
but he remained unsure of how much was transmitted. On the Isle of Wight a week later, the 
couple sat near the royal family at the West Cowes chapel. Edward wrote very amusingly 
about Victoria, Albert, and their extended family, furthermore at greater length than Orra, 
proving that when he wished, he could observe people just as keenly as rocks. “When 
prayers were offered to the Queen by name, I noticed that she signified her hearty assent to 
them by one of those shakes of the head that always indicates strong emotion. The queen 
looks rather old, I judge, for a woman of 30, although apparently in good health.” (June 9)  
 Edward and Orra circumnavigated the Isle of Wight, whose geological sites were 
spectacular, including Alum Bay, the Needles, and the cliffs along the southern coast. “From 
Sandrock to Bonchurch a perpendicular wall of sandrock from 300 to 600 feet high rose on 
our left in imposing grandeur. The strip beneath is on an average 80 to 100 rods wide & very 
irregular being in fact a series of landslips. The uneven surface is covered mostly with trees 
& the scenery is upon the whole more romantic than any I have ever seen with the cliff on 
the left, the sea on the right & the surface as rugged as can be almost.” (June 11). Before the 
Hitchcocks left the island for London, they also visited a spot on the obligatory list of 
American Protestant tourists, the grave of “Little Jane” in the village of Brading. 
 

Diary entries, May 28-June 11, 1850 
 

[26 or 27 May] 1850 
May 15th. Sailed from Boston for Liverpool on the steamer Canada under Capt Harrison 
with fellow passengers. Reach Halifax in 48 hours, Liverpool in 11 days 18 hours, 

Sea Sickness all the way. 
Emetics – Blue Pills. 
Surgeon. 
Dyspepsia. 
Fog, fog, fog and little clear weather.  
Saw whale spout in the Channel. 
Small birds came to the ship even in the midst of the Atlantic. 
Coasting Ireland & Wales destitute of trees 
   

May 28. 
A day of great interest. Liverpool to Chester by railroad. Country based upon 

N[ew].R[ed]. Sandstone and very fertile. 20 miles.  
 Flowers in profusion, Yellow predominating. 
  Dandelion. Plantage. Lanceolate & Tussilage farfara like our species. Others unlike. 
 Chester very old. 
 Cathedral a gloomy place. Bury the dead within its walls. The red sandstone of 
which it was built weathered & rounded like bowlders. Painted glass windows splendid. 
 Went around the old wall which passes now partly through the city. 
 Side walks on the second story – along the principal street. 
 Chester to Bangor 60 miles on second class cars which are very good. In the first 
class from Liverpool. 
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 The road to Bangor a splendid work, many tunnels, some 100 rods long. Old road 
very expensive, [sic] Scenery beautiful & towards Bangor magnificent, 

Passed numerous lead & copper mines & some coal. Limestone (the carbonic form) 
the prevailing rock. Slate shows itself at Conway. 
 The most magnificent ruins of a castle at Conway, road passes under them. 
 Saw no bowlders of any size, or any marks of drift agency. 
 No sea beaches more than 50 to 100 feet above the ocean. 
 Mountains nearly all bare of trees. Snowdon veiled in a cloud at top. 
 Scenery along the straits of Menai magnificent. For an account of the grand tubular 
& suspension bridges at Conway & Bangor, see Pamphlet. Earl of Anglesey’s Seat & the 
monument over his leg.34 

 
May 29 
  Bangor to Llanberris [sic]. Hedges along the roadside to Caernarvon very fine. 

Old Castle at Caernarvon large & in good repair. Towers have 142 steps of eight 
inches. 100 ft.  

Room where the Prince of Wales was born, about 10 feet square. Walls mostly about 
5 ft. thick. Built of compact limestone & sandstone. 
 From Caernarvon to Llanberis, we rise at first 300 or 400 feet, & then descend. Clear 
traces of ancient sea beach to that height. Bowlders begin to appear inconsiderable numbers. 
Before reaching Llanberis, we found the porphyritic rock rounded (roches moutonnes)35 & 
their striae N. 30.11.7, S. 30o E. 
 From the Victoria Inn we ascended the mountain north of Llanberis lake (The Sicher 
Mt.) & examined the slate quarries. Find drift agency common, both bowlders & striae on 
the slate. Observed striae at the following points as measured by the Aneroid.36 

 Lake [sic] Barometer  29.890 
 Hotel      880 
 Large bowlder 11 ft long  26.600 
 Top of Alt Wun [?] Quarry  26.400 
 Top of hill where is a small 

village & perhaps a sea beach 29.23 
Quarry of Alt Ddu  29.300 
Top of Quarry Alt Ganet   28.887 
Highest Quarry on Glides [?] 28.120  

 Direction of Striae 
N. Side of Lake at the bowlder 11 ft long N 10o W. 
Top of Alt Ddu N. 20o East 
Top of [illeg.] Alt Ganet N. 35o W 
The general direction of the striae does not vary much from that of the valley & the 
bowlders appear to me to have come down the valley, as the valley opened. However, the 
force seems to have landed on the north or east side. 
 At all the quarries above Alt Ganet the slate is broken at the top, even sometimes 10 
to 20 ft. deep & the layers are bent like this. [scratchy drawing of parallels like rounded digit 

                                                 
34 OWH, May 28: “From the tubular bridge is seen the seat of the Marquis of Anglesea, also a monument at 
some distance where one of his legs is buried which was shot off in the battle of Waterloo.” 
35 For this and other geological terms, see Glossary. 
36 Edward had purchased a new aneroid barometer in Liverpool, for Ł3 (“Letter from London by President 
Hitchcock. London, June 25th 1850. An excursion through Wales and the west and south part of England,” 
New York Observer (Aug. 3, 1850), 122. 
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7]. The drift agency seems to me not to have extended as high as this. At the upper quarry 
(see Barometer) a ditch is cut 20 rods or more across the layers & they are thus bent all the 
way. This is seen at several other quarries lower down & seems to have resulted from some 
force like a glacier descending. I was told by the guide that on the hill south of the lake, at a 
quarry of slate, the layers are bent the other way.  
 My impression is that the bowlders came from the mountains of the Snowdon range 
to the southeast and that they were strewed & the striae formed by a glacier descending the 
valley of Llanberis to the northwest. The bowlder appear to me to be the sandstone that 
forms most of the Snowdon range. 
 The slate quarries are immense. 2000 miners are at work in Llanberis & 2500 in 
quarries a few miles farther northeast. The regular layers stand nearly perpendicular & 
leaning a few degrees generally to the west. 
 Highest quarry above the Lake by Bar. 1680 ft. + 300 for height of lake above the 
ocean = 1980 ft. 
 Highest point where striae were seen: Alt Ganet 938 ft. + 300 = 1238 ft 

Quarry of Alt Ddu 548 ft = 300 = 848 ft 
 Slate used for almost everything – floors, doors, roofs, fences, grave stones, watering 
troughs. 
 
May 30. 
 Ascended Snowdon from the Royal Victoria Hotel in Llanberis. Distance 5 miles on 
horseback, surefooted – road rough. Rock slate of different sorts, argillaceous passing into 
sandstone & chloritic. Not common in N. England. Dip of strata about 90, striae N.E. & 
S.W. 
 At the very top found petrified marine shells in the rock, which also contains layers 
of white quartz. 
 Did not see any good example of drift-striae except 300 or 400 feet. The force was 
evidently down the valley towards the N.W. 
 The cases of sea beaches are doubtful & yet in several places where an ocean would 
have formed caves & bays, I saw shingle & sand several feet thick, looking as if the result of 
the sea, but they might have been formed by the action of the rains on the slopes. On those 
slopes peat is common and we see it forming by the growth of mosses. 

I took the following observations with the Aneroid Barometer 
Lake Llanberis   29.790 
Sea Beach    28.990 
 Do? more distinct?  28.870 
 Do? Top of a ridge?  27.530 
 Highest spring   26.912 
 Top of Snowdon  26.560 
On returning after a thunder shower the lake was 29.770 
 Height of Snowdon above the lake by the ascending observations 3153 ft 
 Lake above ocean  300 
 Snowdon above ocean 3453 
 True height   3571 = 118 
 error 
But the height of the lake is not certain. The Barometer works much better than I had 

expected. 
 The rocks near the top of Snowdon bristle up as in other places where not swept by 
drift agency. They contain fossils. 
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 The scenery of this mountain is magnificent.37 First, not a tree is seen on their 
summits, or their sides. Secondly. Their upper part is mostly naked – rocks with high mural 
faces. They form no continued range, but present every variety of contour. Again, numerous 
ponds are seen at different altitudes, embosomed by the lofty hills. 

As we ascended the clouds gathered on the top & we almost gave up the hope of 
getting a view. 

But after remaining at the top sometime [sic], the fog began to break away & such 
views as opened by glimpses, I never beheld. 

They were awfully sublime. Lake and [sic] glen appeared for a moment, as if by 
magic & then were hidden again. 
 Upon the whole, though, the views were less extensive than from the White Hills. I 
must think, that from Snowdon they were more thrilling. 
 Direction of the striae at the Victoria Hotel N 60o W. 
 
May 31. 

Llanberis to Dolgelly, 43 miles through Beddgelert and Tany Bwlch. 
For five miles we ascended through a valley, fully as wild as that of Saco river in N. 

Hampshire. Marks of drift agency all the way, especially in the Roches moutonnes.  
At the top, a deep valley lies on the east & I expected to see the drift agency 

disappear but I found it at last 200 feet above the road with striae running N.W. & S.E. as 
down the valley.  
 But two or three miles east of the pass is a mountain several hundred feet higher than 
the Pass (Mount Shabod 2878 feet high. See Map) & from thence doubtless the glacier 
descended. 
 A little beyond the Pass we turned 90o south, down a deep valley. Here also are 
traces of glacial action, especially a little south of a lake where the striae run nearly E. & W. 
or in the direction of the valley two miles north of Beddgelert. South of that place the valley 
becomes very narrow yet marks of glacial agency are visible. We soon reach a salt marsh & 
turning southeasterly we cross a ridge a few hundred feet high. Here we find examples of 
roches moutonnes and the direction S. a few degrees West, in other words from the 
mountains down the valley towards the sea. I cannot doubt that glaciers once descended 
through the valley we passed. 

The dog’s monument at Beddgelert & the story of the wolf & the child.38 

This town a romantic spot. 
Copper & lead mines along the route & slate quarries at Tany Bwlch, a romantic 

spot. 
Probably a glacier descended the valley we passed through in approaching Dolgelly, 

but the marks are not striking. 
Barometrical measurements today 
Hotel at Llanberis 29.950 
Do at the Pass in the road 29.087 
Do on the highest roches moutonnes above the road at the Pass. 28.870 
Do at Beddgelert tavern 30.220 

                                                 
37 A year later Edward wrote that Snowdon’s summit is “not rounded as our American mountains, by former 
drift agency, nor forming continuous ridges, but shooting up in ragged peaks and edges, as if they formed the 
teeth of mother earth; although, in fact, it was the tooth of time that has gnawed them into their present forms.”  
Religion of geology, 187-88. 
38 Orra gave a paragraph (OWH, May 31) to the story of the monument to a faithful dog erected by the Prince 
of Wales. “Welsh dog’s grave, meaning of Beddengallent [Beddgelert].” 
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Do at head of tide water south of Beddgelert 30.375 
 

June 3. 
From Dolgelly to Newtown through Machynlleth three stages – pass east of Cader 

Idris. The valley on the east side of that mountain is picturesque & wild with its lake. 
Turning east we cross a high ridge into another valley running towards Machynlleth. Here 
are marks of glacial action not very distinct but down the valley near the highest part of the 
road east of Idris appears something much like a sea beach in a nook (see Barometer).  
 East of Machynlleth the hills become lower & are rounded as if by glacial action. 
The slate continues a good part of the distance to Newtown. The rock for several miles west 
of Newtown seems to be a sort of graywacke, with shale like those between Albany & 
Massachusetts.  
  Barometer 
 At the Inn in Dollegelly [sic] 
 30.075 
 Sea beach east of Cader Idris near turnpike gate 29.287 
 Do highest Pass east of Idris 29.075 
 Do at Inn in Machynlleth 30.000 
 Sinuous curvature in the rocks a few miles west of Newtown 
 The country towards that place very beautiful & well cultivated. 
 4 horses in a row used for ploughing. 
 Large piece of leather upon the harness collar of the horse. 
 What use? 
 
 June l – 1850. 
 (For notes previous to this date, see the other end of this book.)39 

 Parliament House at Dolgelly 
 Welsh saddles. 
 Welsh black cattle. 
 Absence of Romanism. 
 Ascended Cader Idris. Road worse & steeper than up Snowdon. 
 Old Roman road visible from one spur of the mountain running zigzag up its side. 
 Small ponies used. The mountain made up of greenstone, slate, and metamorphic 
limestone. The top is interstratified with the other rocks. This rock is sometimes vescicular 
& is mistaken for recent lava. 
 Towards the top of Idris it exists in columnar masses, leaning 30o or more towards 
the S.W. 
 These columns vary in the number of sides from 4 to 9 & are not very regular. But 
they are of great length. Even those more than 20 ft. are got out & used for posts. The 
amount of them is immense on the top of the mountain & on the north side they are exposed 
in place. 

The altered limestone rocks near the summit are wild & rugged beyond conception. I 
discovered in them some shells. Often the whole rock is converted into concretions even a 
foot in diameter & all marks of stratification are gone. 

The slate is often changed into siliceous slate. 
A little southwest of the village I noticed syenite & perhaps granite. 

                                                 
39 Edward began writing at one end of his notebook, then switched to the other to continue. 
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The marks of glacial action as we ascend are not striking, but the N.E. sides of the 
projecting ledges for a few hundred feet are rounded evidently by ice from that quarter. 
 The view from Idris is magnificent & somewhat like that from Snowdon. The tops of 
all the surrounding mountains are very irregular & few continuous ridges appear. Some 
peaks are seen nearly 100 miles to the south. Snowdon is seen on the north [illeg.] only more 
S.E. 
 A little south of the summit is a remarkable opening showing walls on every side but 
one, some 300 or 400 ft. deep, in form almost exactly like a crater & at the bottom a pond 
which empties north easterly. It is generally regarded as a real crater but no lava save porous 
basalt, I believe, is found there. It was probably formed by the action of the ancient ocean & 
probably this was the chief agency by which the remarkable walls & irregular forms of all 
these mountains were produced. The lakes around the mountain are less numerous than 
around Snowdon. But Cardigan Bay & some small streams running into it are more striking 
than Caernarvon Bay from Snowdon. 
 On the wall of the crater is a fine place for ravens, jackdaws & other birds to build 
nests & they were screaming around it. The guide assured us he had frequently seen lambs 
whose eyes had been picked out by the ravens & gave us some large stories about the 
ravages of foxes among the sheep. We saw one sheep on Snowdon, just killed by a dog. 
 Aneroid Barometer 
At the Inn at Dollgelly [sic] 30.110. Do on our return 30.137 
 Do top of Cader Idris 27.150. Hence its height above the village 2843 ft. Do by Maps 
28.50. Diff. 7 feet. So close an agreement must be accidental yet it proves that the 
instrument works well. 
 By my observations on Friday (see Notes)40 I make the hotel at Llanberis 388 ft. 
above the sea. This would make Snowdon 3541 feet above the same. Error only 30 feet. 
 Barometer on Cader Idris 100 feet below the highest glacial action = 29.200. 
 
June 2 
 Sabbath. Dolgelly. Preached in the afternoon for Rev. Cadwalder Jones of the 
Independent Church. Reading the scriptures, an introductory prayer & singing in Welsh by 
Rev. M. Rees of Liverpool. He followed my sermon as an interpreter (& I fear that not many 
understood me) for half an hour.41 The singing in Welsh & a prayer by myself which 
concluded without a benediction. 
 The Sabbath has been very quiet here & the churches (Episcopal, independent, 
baptist & methodist) I believe were well filled. A series is held at evening, or rather towards 
night for it needs no light here till about half past 9 o’clock. (For June 3 see other end of this 
book). 
 
June 4th.  

Newtown to Ludlow through Montgomery & Bishops Castle, 40 miles. The country 
fine for agriculture & beautiful views, but rocks rarely seen. Ludlow shales prevail till we 
get beyond Bishops Castle at which place is a hill of volcanic grit containing often rounded 
pebbles. 
 In passing towards Ludlow we see evidence in the red color of the soil, of the old red 
sandstone beneath.  
                                                 
40 One of several proofs that Edward took notes on another notebook or paper, but no such notes have survived. 
41 Edward recounts this service in Reminiscences, 343. “I could see that the audience were much more 
interested in the sermon as translated, with some episodes of my personal history, as I was told, than in its 
original delivery. I could see also that the Welsh language was admirably adapted for impassioned appeals.” 
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 We pass also some quarries of the Amestry [?] Limestone which resembles the 
limestone in the Eastern part of N. York, as the shales do a similar rock in that part of N. 
York. Every thing indeed, the rocks, the soil, the general outlines of the country remind one 
of that part of New York. 
 At Montgomery are the remains of an old castle on a hill of volcanic grit. But little of 
it remains yet the view from the hill is fine. 
 At Ludlow are the remains of a very large castle one of whose towers has 102 steps 
of 8 inches, built in 1080, but additions have been made almost to the present time. The 
walls are 10 ft. thick. In one part of this tower Hudibras wrote a part of his poems, he being 
steward there, I believe.42 

 At Montgomery is the grave of George Herbert [1593-1633], the minister & the poet. 
 Many of the houses in Ludlow are very old. The church is very ancient & looks not a 
little like that at Chester. The dead are still buried beneath the floor though rarely. Here are 
some very ancient monuments & fine painted windows. But the air seems to me, as at 
Chester, to be loaded with miasma & damp & it is the last place where I should go to excite 
devotional feelings. 
 In the Castle an ivy (pronounced Hivy by the guide) creeps up & covers one of the 
sides of a tower nearly an [sic] hundred feet, yet it is not very old. 
 The Dungeon of the Castle a horrid hole entered only by a trap door, & it had a 
Chapel! for a ghostly confessor! 
 Barometer today. at Newtown 29.595. 
 At the hill of the Castle in Montgomery 29.225. 
 At the Inn in Ludlow 29.475 
 
 
June 5th 

Ludlow to Monmouth through Leominster & Hereford & in sight of Ross. The 
scenery along this route is extremely rich & beautiful, not wild & sublime. The hills are of 
moderate height & cultivated to their summits, save where covered with trees. These are 
almost as numerous as in N. England, but how far they have been set out I know not. Every 
forest almost is trimmed up & thinned out as carefully as a flower garden & so are the fields 
of oats & wheat. Cattle & sheep occupy the best fields for pasture & look accordingly. The 
ploughs & other instruments used in the field are greatly different in appearance from ours 
in N. England. 
 Old Red Sandstone extends all the way from a little south of Ludlow to Monmouth. 
The rock varies from a red marl to a hard sandstone & a conglomerate with pebbles not 
more than an inch or so. Its greatest dip is not more than 25o to 30o. [illeg.]stone (nodules of 
carbonate of lime) is common. Everywhere I should think myself passing over New red 
sandstone marl. The sort from this rock is very fine. Around Monmouth the hills are 500 or 
600 feet high. 
 At Hereford is an immense Cathedral, not one of the most ancient, built of Old Red 
Sandstone. In its library is the manuscript of Wickliffes [sic] Bible but as the cathedral is 
repairing, we did not succeed in seeing it. 
 Ross Castle we saw only at a distance also an old Roman camp. 
 From Ludlow to Monmouth 44 miles. 
 
June 6th 

                                                 
42 Hudibras, satirical poem by Samuel Butler (1612-1680). 
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 Monmouth to Clifton (Bristol), 32 miles. The scenery down the Wye is extremely 
beautiful much like that of some of our N. England rivers. The hills are in a great measure 
wooded & rise several hundred feet high with here & there houses. At Wyncliff still the 
view is thought to be one of the best in England. But it does not exceed several in N. 
England in the Ct. valley. 
 Around Chepstow the views are very fine especially from the east bank of the Wye. 
Passing over the Severn we go over a rather level country to Bristol. The cliff of magnesium 
limestone with gypsum-greensand above & Lias over that with petrifications is a picturesque 
object showing several faults of from 10 to 20 feet. Towards Bristol the mountain limestone 
again appears & at Clifton produces very wild scenery. 
 The gorge cut by the Avon on which Bristol lies is some 300 feet high & a half mile 
along a tolerably good example of erosion. So also is the lower part of the Wye where are 
distinct marks of river action. 

Tintern Abbey 4 miles north of Chepstow is a magnificent ruin. Although begun in 
the 12th century, its architecture especially the arches corresponds with modern structures.43 
It is second to none, it is said, save perhaps Melrose Abbey [Scotland]. 
 The Castle at Monmouth is nearly destroyed. That at Chepstow appears well from 
the east side of the Wye. 
 The cliff opposite Chepstow say 60 or 70 ft high shows at bottom a mass of red 
magnesium limestone sand & at top a stratum of Lias. Shells are not infrequent. 

Peculiar hand carriages at Clifton, for invalids. 
 Barometer low & rain today. 
 
June 7th. 
 Bristol to Bath, 11 miles by railroad. Passed through 5 tunnels, one of them nearly a 
mile, on the Great Western Railway, wheels 6 feet apart. First-class cars. Each car has seats 
for 8 persons. Not any more comfortable it seems to me than American first-class cars. Fare 
a good deal higher, as much as 5 cts. per mile. 
 Passed a large cathedral in Bristol, quite ancient. 
 In the church of St. Mary Radcliffe, Chatterton pretended to have found his M.S.S. 
of Rowley.44 

 Clifton is the aristocratic part of Bristol. Visited the Observatory on the hill where 
we were inveigled into a room to see a camera obscura exhibition of the scenery around at 
the expense of eyes & money. This seems to me a very contemptible affair. 
 But every thing in such a place must be made artificial or it is good for nothing. 
 The river Avon this morning appears a mere brook, the tide being out. Yet Bristol 
has to depend upon this brook for the passage of vessels. 
 The cars go from Bath to London in 2 ½ hours, 107 miles or more than 40 miles per 
hour. 
 Before reaching Bath we strike the oolite & near the city are quarries of fine Portland 
stone not so enduring however as the fine gray sandstone from 10 miles distance (? oolite 
Sandstone). [sic] 
 Tunnel near Bristol is 5/8ths of a mile long. Another 350 yards or 1050 feet, 50 ft. 
high & 30 ft. wide. 

                                                 
43 “Modern,” that is, Gothic Revival architecture. 
44 Thomas Chatterton (1752-1770), eccentric teenage writer, committed suicide at age seventeen. His most 
famous invention was the romance of Thomas Rowley, an imaginary fifteenth-century monk. 
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 Bath is a splendid city built almost entirely of oolite. The houses however have a 
very dingy appearance from coal smoke I suppose. Many of the situations before the terraces 
are splendid. I noticed an unusual number of bookstores here. 
 The mineral springs in Clifton have a temperature not higher than 70. Those in Bath 
vary from 97 to 117 & are fine for warm bathing. They are also medicinal. 
 
June 8th. 
 Bath to Cowes, Isle of Wight, through Warminster, Salisbury, Southampton, a little 
more than 70 miles, the first 38 to Salisbury in a stage coach, 20 Do to S’hampton on a rail 
road, & 15 to Cowes in a steam boat. 
 Travelling in a stage (on top) is very pleasant in good weather. 
 Stages, cars & steam boats not as punctual in starting as in our country. 
 Steam boats small & adapted to the sea. 
 From Bath several miles the rock is oolite much decomposed at the surface but 
evidently never subject to drift agency. The country quite hilly. Its agricultural character 
very fine. 
 The houses on the way, as in Bath, mostly built of oolite, an easy stone to work, but 
not enduring. 
 Before reaching Salisbury we strike the chalk which continues several miles beyond 
that city. Like the oolite it shows few marks of stratification. It abounds in flints which are 
used very much in making roads. 
 Several miles beyond Salisbury we strike tertiary strata which continues to 
Southampton. 
 The Salisbury Cathedral is the most elegant in England. 480 ft. long. Tower 400 ft. 
high. 
 The houses appear to be very ancient. 
 In Southampton we inquire in vain for place where Dr. Watts was born, nobody 
seemed to know him.45 

 
June 9th. 
 Spent the Sabbath in West Cowes. In the morning attended Whitingham Chapel & 
sat within ten feet of the Royal Family, the Queen Victoria, her mother, her daughter, the 
Princess Royal, Prince Albert, etc. Nothing very peculiar in their dresses or appearance or 
demeanor & but little in their faces to distinguish it [sic] or them. They engaged in the 
devotions except that Albert did not repeat the apostles creed. He wears his beard on the 
upper lip & looks like a respectable German, as he is. The Queen Mother, Duchess of Kent, 
looks like a very respectable old lady. 
 When prayers were offered to the Queen by name, I noticed that she signified her 
hearty assent to them  by one of those shakes of the head that always indicates strong 
emotion.  

The queen [sic] looks rather old, I judge, for a woman of 30, although apparently in 
good health. 
 Heard Rev. Mr. Mann in the afternoon preach from the text “In whom are hid all the 
treasures of wisdom & knowledge.” 
 Notice his introduction of a moment of silent prayer. 
 
June 10th. 

                                                 
45 Isaac Watts (1674-1748), nonconformist theologian and logician, author of notable hymns. 
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 From Cowes to Alum Bay at the west end of the island, thence to Landmark, over 30 
miles to Freshwater. The country although not poor is not so rich or well cultivated as most 
parts of England through which I have passed. 

At Freshwater Bay on the south side we took a boat & rowed around part of the 
island, passing between the Needles which are three insulated [sic] spires of chalk marl 
which probably once formed a bridge over to England. They are from 50 to 100 ft. high & 
the outer one is always covered with sea gulls & cormorants. The cliffs of chalk from 
Freshwater & the Needles are from 200 to 600 feet high & too steep every where to be 
scaled save perhaps in one spot. Frequent caverns are seen – extending into the hill a 
considerable distance & formed by the waves. The sea birds are numerous all along the cliff 
& also land birds. In one excavation our guide told us he gathered over 100 eggs at one time. 
 Near the Needles we enter an immense dome 150 ft. high formed of strata of chalk 
marl supported by layers of flint & grand almost beyond description. The strata here dip 
northerly from 30o to 40o. This dip increases as we pass the Needles & on their opposite 
sides we enter Alum Bay where the almost perpendicular strata of chalk marl are by various 
colored clays standing perpendicular in some 50 or 60 rods. There they decline & become 
almost horizontal & here I judge we meet with more recent tertiary strata with numerous 
fossils. Where the plastic clay & chalk marl meet, the flints are abundant & in the lower 
clays are found septaria [concreted nodules] used for Roman cement. I also picked up shells 
& fossil wood. 
 From the Needles a range of hills of chalk marl extends to the southern part of the 
island called Downs used for feeding sheep. These are sometimes 800 or 900 ft. high & 
afford splendid views from their summits. On two of them I noticed conical elevations 
which appeared to me to be Barrows, perhaps formed by the Danes. The summit of one 
Down had six upon it one of which was deepened in the centre as if the earth had sunk in. 
Barometer at this barrow 29.425. Do at Cowes sea level 30.055. (This down is called 
Mottiston Down).  
 Where streams have worn deep ravines into these cliffs they are called Chines. Black 
Gang Chine is worth visiting. Here a magnificent section of tertiary (secondary) strata 
dipping slightly I think to the N.E. appear some 600 or 800 feet higher. They are only 
partially consolidated. Some are indurated sand. Greensand appears over the bottom & near 
the top are limestones & some times silicious layers like [illeg.] appear. The upper strata 
form a splendid wall from Black Gang Chine to [illeg.], the road passing beneath & 
producing some of the most romantic scenery conceivable. The wall is a splendid castle of 
nature. 
 
June 11th 

 From Sandrock to Ryde through Ventner, Bonchurch, Shanklin, Sandown & Brading 
20 miles, thence across the channel to Portsmouth, 5 miles thence by Rail road to Brighton 
45 miles = 70. 
 From Sandrock to Bonchurch a perpendicular wall of sandrock (tertiary) [sic] from 
300 to 600 feet high rose on our left in imposing grandeur. The strip beneath is on an 
average 80 to 100 rods wide & very irregular being in fact a series of landslips. The uneven 
surface is covered mostly with trees & the scenery is upon the whole more romantic than 
any I have ever seen with the cliff on the left, the sea on the right & the surface as rugged as 
can be almost. Here lie the romantic villages of Ventnor, Bonchurch, Shanklin, etc. sheltered 
from the wind save that from the Channel and forming fine places of resort for invalids both 
in winter & summer. These places are newer than almost any we have seen. 
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At Shanklin is a Chine, the most romantic I have seen & resembling ravines in the 
tertiary strata at Richmond Va. 

At Shanklin or rather, as we go from Bonchurch we cross high hills of chalk. 
At Sandown we cross what was once doubtless a sea beach not many feet above the 

sea. 
St. Lawrence Church the smallest in England. 

 At Brading saw the grave of little Jane & the old church where Leigh [Legh] 
Richmond preached, said to have been built 700 years ago, & here Christianity was first 
introduced into the island. Richmond’s old clerk shows us the church.46 

 Ryde is a pleasant place & recently built. 
 Crossed to Portsmouth in a steamer. 25 minutes. Portsmouth a regularly fortified 
place without works, but could not stop to examine it. 
 From Portsmouth to Brighton 45 miles in an hour & a half. Tertiary gravel most of 
the way & the surface level. Passed several large places as Chichester, Arundel, etc. 
 A little before reaching Brighton we strike the chalk & the road passes through a 
tunnel just before we enter the town. 
 

 
Chapter 2. “Numerous bones of the Dinornis:” London, Oxford, and Cambridge, June 

12–July 4, 1850 
 

 The Hitchcocks spent three weeks in London, the longest stay in any one place 
during the entire European trip. This was justified by Edward’s meetings with British and 
Scottish scientists, and by the city’s many famous churches, museums, parks and gardens, 
buildings, and scientific institutions. They saw or visited many of them: St. Paul’s cathedral, 
the Houses of Parliament, Westminster Hall and Abbey, the British Museum, the National 
Gallery, the Hunterian Museum, the Tower, the Zoological Gardens, the Botanic Gardens, 
and Regents Park. Some days he and Orra travelled four or five miles in the city, including 
“riding in an omnibus day after day to see sights although many of them are very splendid. 
Indeed we have become quite weary of looking at things which at first excited deep 
interest.”47 Edward was usually appreciative, but often judgmental. At Westminster Abbey, 
he found the sculpture beautiful but “in a great measure caricature & a vain attempt to 
perpetuate by some extraordinary monument the distinctions that existed in life.” He 
contrasted the tombs with New England cemeteries. “I look with more pleasure upon the 
simple monuments of a common grave yard in open day because it is a more appropriate 
place & no damp miasmas are there to work disease on the system. Against the whole 
system of burying indoors I protest as a chemist & an invalid.” (June 22). At the Tower, he 
suggested to the guide that the exhibited regalia might be sold, that is, “laid out in doing 
good. I thought he did not relish my proposal.” (June 24).  
 Orra and Edward also took in some of the current spectacles. Madame Tussaud’s 
wowed them with its lifelike figures of royalty and notables, and the several trompe-l’oeil 
displays at the Colosseum in Regents Park were also much appreciated. (June 18 and 26). 
Edward seldom wrote about the crowded streets of the capital, but once was struck by a cage 
of “dogs, cats, rats, owls, hawks, jackdaws, robins, monkeys, rabbits etc. living amicably. 
                                                 
46 Jane Squibb’s death is recounted in Legh Richmond, Annals of the poor (1815 et seq.). Attended by 
Richmond, her pious death converted her family to a more ardent Christianity. Brading was a popular stop for 
American Christian travelers. 
47 Edward to his brothers Henry and Charles, July 12 1850 (from Dublin): Pocumtuck Valley Memorial 
Association Library, Hitchcock papers, box 4, folder 44. 
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The owner says a good deal of training as well as good living is necessary to keep them on 
good terms.” (June 26). 
 Tourism and its pleasures formed the background of Edward’s more serious pursuits. 
He benefited from meetings with leading geologists and paleontologists, including Lyell, 
Owen, Sedgwick, Daubeny, and Gideon Mantell. Edward had corresponded with all of them 
in prior years.48 Mary Lyell, who had accompanied her husband on his visit to Amherst and 
who, like Orra, illustrated her husband’s work, called on Orra in her lodgings. The Lyells 
gave the Hitchcocks a luncheon on June 16th. Edward attended several meetings of learned 
societies in London, where he met British and Scottish scientists who sometimes astonished 
him by their sharp repartees (June 19). In addition he went to several social gatherings of 
scientists in London, usually alone but sometimes accompanied by Orra. They were also 
welcomed by Mantell in his home-cum-museum, by Owen in the Hunterian Museum, and 
by other collectors and scientists. They took special interest in Owen’s and Mantell’s bones 
of the Dinornis (the Moa), which Orra had already drawn for Edward, who had acquired 
some for Amherst. Orra, familiar with conchology, was intrigued by several collections of 
shells which they visited.  
 Religion was not neglected in London and, as customary, the Hitchcocks attended 
two services every Sunday. Edward admired the “revival spirit” at a service in the Surrey 
Chapel, and appreciated two sermons at the Free Scottish Church (June 14 and 23). Edward, 
who regularly preached in Amherst, regretted the voice used by the mostly Scottish 
ministers they heard in London. “But why is it that most of these ministers must use such a 
holy swell in their speech? Why not speak plainly & directly?” (June 30). He and Orra twice 
visited J. Pye Smith, an elderly advocate of natural theology who had written a preface for 
Edward in 1841. (June 15 and 27). Smith was retiring as director of a dissenters’ theological 
college at Homerton, and Edward praised him at the banquet, remarking on Smith’s writings 
on the connection between religion and geology.  
 London was also the base for Edward’s overnight visits to Oxford and Cambridge. 
As college professor and president, he paid close attention to degree-awarding ceremonies, 
including all the rituals and procedures. At both universities he noted the arrangement of 
buildings around courtyards, the gardens and grounds, above all the museums and libraries. 
One disappointment: At Oxford he had hoped to meet the famous and eccentric geologist 
William Buckland, whose lecture room he amusingly describes, but he was pained to 
discover that he had recently been committed to a “lunatic asylum.” (June 21). More 
fortunate in Cambridge, where Orra accompanied him, he was shown about by Sedgwick 
and discussed the latest ideas about the naming of geological eras. (July 1). 
 On the Hitchcocks’ way back to London from Cambridge, Edward made the first 
visit pursuant to his state commission to investigate agricultural education. He and Orra 
went to the Agricultural Training School at Hoddesdon, which did not impress him as very 
forward-looking. (July 2). The couple also visited there the school for women run by Sara 
Stickney Ellis, which must have recalled to Orra her teaching at Deerfield Academy thirty-
five years earlier. Given Edward’s democratic conception of education, he regretted that 
Mrs. Ellis charged a high tuition. “Her notion is that you must begin with such a school on a 
rather splendid scale to keep it from contempt.” (July 2). 

                                                 
48 Ever aware of overcoming urges toward ambition, in the long memorandum written after his return Edward 
listed as a retrospective rule for his tour ‘Not to get introduced to distinguished men for the sake of saying that 
I know them & correspond with them:’ “Diary notes”, EOH, box 19, folder 7. For a perceptive study of 
Edward’s need to dampen down ambition, see Jason Opal, Beyond the farm: the rise of ambition in the early 
United States (University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006), chs. 5 and 6. 
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 Museum architecture and display was close to Edward’s heart, because in the 
preceding two decades he had supervised Amherst College’s acquisition and housing of 
collections of minerals, shells, fossil footprints and bones. His descriptions of museum 
interiors will fascinate modern curators and scholars of the natural sciences. At the 
Hunterian Museum (June 18) he describes at length the displays of fossil animals and 
several freakish anatomical specimens, including Napoleon’s diseased intestines and the 
upper bodies of two men who survived brutally pierced breasts. Highest praise was lavished 
on the interior architecture and displays of the Museum of Economic Geology in Piccadilly. 
“Round the room are pillars 4 ft. high & one foot diameter of marble, granite etc. with the 
name & locality. And large polished slabs form a part of the walls & supporting pillars of it 
(flat). The upper room has two galleries and the floor. It is quadrangular though rounded at 
one end & lighted from above not only along the angle of the room but in the center & is 
very light.” (June 26). 
 A curious circumstance arises in a letter Edward wrote to his elder son (who was 
then twenty-two) from London, on June 13th. He had spent three hours “trying to find some 
mineralogist who could tell me the value of crystalline spodumene of which I brought along 
one crystal. But I have failed though I doubt not I could dispose of all the crystals I have at a 
good rate.” He cautioned Edward Jr. to “keep the control of the locality” of these minerals, 
presumably so that he, or both of them, could profit from exclusive knowledge.49 There is 
no other evidence that he and his son were interested in selling rare minerals, although we 
know that since his youth, Edward had scouted minerals up and down the Connecticut River 
Valley. 
 
 

Diary entries, June 12-July 4, 1850 
 
June 12th. 
 Brighton to London, 50 miles. 
 We pass for several miles over a chalk formation. Three or four tunnels in passing 
one of which I counted 82 seconds & in another 70, making the first towards two miles & 
the other a mile & a half. Another tunnel is through a hill of the Wealden Hat formation we 
enter upon as the chalk hills terminate & it continues for more than 20 miles. 
 Most of the way the surface is nearly level but there are hills of considerable height 
& fine sections are laid open by the rail road. The strata dip a few degrees as do those of the 
chalk but not more than might have resulted from deposition. 
 Brighton is a city of palaces. There is the singular pavilion built by George 4th whose 
bronze statue is in the public square. The houses along the street fronting the ocean are many 
of them magnificent.  
 The wall towards the sea is a great work & the suspension pier is no mean work. The 
Pavilion was lately bought by the city for £50,000. 

The country of the Wealden is comparitively [sic] poor agriculturally & much of it is 
covered by woods, the Wolds of Sussex. 

I have now had an opportunity of crossing & examining nearly every kind of rock in 
England save the crystalline. I am indebted for this privilege to Hon. Jonathan Phillips of 
Boston, who paid the expenses of myself and wife on a journey of 535 miles. 

 
June 13. In London.  

                                                 
49 Edward to Edward, Jr., June 13, 1850 (EOH, box 4, folder 43). 
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Ascended the tower of St. Paul’s Cathedral, 400 ft., good view of London save the smoke. 
This is the most magnificent structure I ever saw. 
 Wren’s monument. 
 Too many monuments to military near there. 
 Built of fossiliferous limestone, I suspect of Lias. 
 I find that the south part of the Isle of Wight is chalk with greensand beneath. The 
cliffs in Ventnor etc. are of this formation. They underlie the chalk. This is as my 
observations taught but my Geological Map misled. 
 Attended a meeting of the Royal Society at 8h 30 minutes at the Somerset House, 
Strand. Attendance say 50 to 100. Saw Prof. Daubeny, Prof. Grant of the London 
University, Mr. Sharpe, a geologist, Mr. Wild, assistant secretary, etc. 
 Tea & some light refreshments after the regular business. 
 
June 14th. 
 Visited the British Museum. Took a general view. Layard’s slabs from Nineveh 
mostly gypseous [sic] alabaster, some of them 6 or 7 ft. square & the figures very distinct. 
The winged bulls not yet arrived. 
 The Elgin Marbles. 
 The Egyptian sculptures, some of basalt, others of syenite, others of granite. 
 Nearly or quite 50 rooms in the Museum. But many of the collections are not well 
arranged, especially in geology. 
 In the evening attended a meeting of the Royal Astronomical Society. Mr. 
Sheepshanks50 in the chair. Proceedings essentially as in the Royal Society. The papers read 
or rather slurred over by the Secretaries. 
 A prodigy in calculation exhibited, a German 26 yrs. old who never could be taught 
any other language than German. 12 figures were written promiscuously. He merely glanced 
at them & then was able to repeat them forward & backward & to perform problems in 
multiplication & division with almost intuitive rapidity. Other questions in cube root & in 
resolving large numbers into factors. When asked how extensively he could carry on these 
processes, he replied as far as the patience of the audience would bear with him. He seems a 
greater prodigy in figures than any one living unless it be Zerah Colburn.51 

 
June 15th. 
 Called on Dr. [Gideon] Mantell & saw a stuffed specimen of the Apterix. Also 
numerous bones of the Dinornis.52 Especially the two torso-metatarsal bones & phalanges of 
Dinornis robustus or ingenus. Excepting that the phalanges are more complete, the 
specimens are no better than the one deposited in Amherst College.  
 The humerus of a reptile from the Lias in his possession is immense [sic] enormous. 
The whole animal could hardly have been short of 90 feet. 
 Dr. M. in feeble health from Neuralgia, looks emaciated, but full of enthusiasm. 

                                                 
50 Richard Sheepshanks (1794-1855), astronomer.  
51 American mathematics prodigy, 1804-1840. 
52 Gideon Mantell (1790-1852) had long been famous as the discoverer in Sussex (initially with the help of his 
wife Mary) of the teeth and some bones of the gigantic Iguanodon (Iguana-toothed), a Cretaceous herbivore, 
and had identified many other prehistoric fossils. Both Hitchcocks were fascinated by the Iguanodon, and Orra 
made a large speculative drawing of it (now lost). The Dinornis (“terrible bird”) was the huge extinct Moa. The 
Apteryx, for a time wrongly thought to be extinct, is the Kiwi of New Zealand.  
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 Visited Dr. L. P. Smith, 76 years old, deaf & feeble, about to leave Homerton.53 

 The three dissenting colleges of Homerton, Highbury & Coward about to be united 
& a new location provided in the suburbs of London, west end. 
 
June 16 Sabbath. 
 London. 
 In the forenoon heard Rev. Mr. Sherman at the Surry Chapel.54 Episcopal. 
 Text Isaiah 52, 1. An excellent sermon by Rev. Mr. Sherman exhibiting a true 
revival spirit. After the usual church service Mr. S. read an excellent prayer such as would 
be uttered by a dissenter of ardent piety. No wonder a man like Mr. S. feels dissatisfied with 
the usual church service. 

In his sermon Mr. S. mentioned that 80,000 women of ill fame live in London, of 
whom 10,000 died annually. Every 20th shop is for the sale of intoxicating drinks. 40,000 
deaths from this cause. 700 places of worship, 7000 grog shops. ½ to 2/3 of the people never 
attend worship on the Sabbath. 

In the evening heard Rev. Mr. Binney from the text ‘I will be inquired of etc.’  
More rhetorical flourishes than logic, yet the audience was attentive & the doctrine 

generally good. He advocated however the application of prophesy to several events. 
Illustration of two mirrors placed opposite. 

He thought prayer could hardly be vindicated by philosophy, did not believe in the 
literal return of the Jews. Congregational singing here & at Surry Chapel. 
 Omnibuses running almost as usual today & at evening the streets crowded. 
  
June 17. 
 Visited Smithfield Common, where the martyrs were burned & now another sort of 
martyrs die there, thousands of oxen, sheep, cows, hogs & calves for slaughter. Several acres 
were literally covered with these animals, packed as closely as possible. Such a scene of 
confusion from animals driven in & out, the shouting of men, the barking of shepherd’s 
dogs, the squealing of hogs etc. I never saw. The animals especially the cattle were superior 
in appearance to those we usually see at home in market. 
 Visited the private collection in geology of William D. Saull, Aldersgate St. No. 
15.55 Many good things in it, but dirty & not well exposed. The fossils are distributed 
through the formations in proper order & the collection if put into proper cases & light 
would be a valuable one. Mr. Saull seems to me superficial in geology. 
 Visited the collection of the London Geological Society – Somerset House. The 
smallest specimens are put into drawers around the room & the large ones placed under the 
windows. The British rocks are well represented with their fossils & some of the larger 
specimens are fine as some encrinites [fossil crinoids], saurians, tracks of Chirothereum 
from Stouton quarries, bones of the Dinornis, fossil tree etc. I saw a cast of tracks there 
exactly resembling those of the Hoplichnus [?] quad[ripridens?] but could not learn the 
locality. 

                                                 
53 John Pye Smith (1774-1851) was the principal of the Protestant Dissenting College of Homerton, near 
London. Edward had corresponded with him, and he provided a preface for Edward’s Elementary geology in 
1841. 
54 Surry Chapel, Blackfriar’s Road, was founded in 1783 by the charismatic preacher Rowland Hill (1744-
1833). 
55 William Saull, a wine dealer, formed a collection of fossils from the Isle of Wight. The Saull Collection is 
now in the Natural History Museum, London. 
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 Room for these specimens badly lighted, not fit for such a purpose. The upper room 
devoted to foreign geology but not arranged. 
 Visited Dr. Mantell who treated us very kindly & showed us the feet of Dinornis 
robustus & a multitude of other bones of the same & also several things with a good 
microscope, as sections of the bones of Dinornis, tooth of a Labyrinthodon [Triassic fossil 
amphibian] -- the shells of living polythalamia [multi-chambered marine organism] -- shells 
& the animal of the fossil ones. Chalk, he thinks, is all composed of organic remains. Dr. M. 
thinks there was no hind toe to the Palaptaryx [large extinct bird of New Zealand] monsters. 
But Prof. [Richard] Owen showed me the bone to which the phalanx was attached. 
 Dr. M. Medals for discoveries. 
 Differs from Prof. Owen on several points. 
 
June 18th. 
 In the forenoon visited the Hunterian Museum & became acquainted with Prof. 
Owen & Prof. Sedgwick of Cambridge. 
 We saw but two rooms. The principal one devoted entirely to Comparative Anat. & 
the other mainly to morbid anatomy. It is by far the finest collection in London in all 
aspects. It is lighted from above though not directly from the top. There are two galleries, 
both of which are devoted to preparations of different parts of man in spirits as well as the 
inferior animals. Printed catalogues are placed in all parts of the rooms. 
 The lower part of the great room contains wired specimens of a large part of the 
animals on the globe & of many extinct ones. Here you have the Glyptodon with his armor 
entire as much as three feet in diameter, also the hind part of the Megatherium in plaster, 
also the head of the [illeg.], the entire skeleton of the Mylodon,56 of the elephant. The Irish 
fossil elk, the Moose, & casts of a large part of Dinornis giganticus with the feet entire. Saw 
a part of the cranium. Prof. O. showed us the original bone, about 6 inches of the shaft of a 
femur from which he first decided the existence of this bird. He first thought it belonged to 
an ox or horse etc., & when he ventured to announce it to belong to a bird, his friends 
remonstrated with him upon his rashness. 
 He has a drawing of the entire torso metatarsal bone & toes of Din. robustus, to 
appear in Zoological Trans. He showed us the proof of the fourth toe. 
 The feet of none of these species are more than about 15 inches. 
 The bones of the femur of the Din. are thicker than those of the ostrich. 
 He showed us the sternum & ribs of a man run through the breast by the shaft of a 
carriage & another of a man run through the breast with a blunt iron more than an inch in 
diameter, both of whom recovered. Also a portion of the intestines of Nap. Bonaparte 
showing the cancer of which he died. 

Beautiful wax preparation of the Torpedo [electric ray fish] showing the electrical 
organs.  
 Skeleton of the Irish giant 8 ft. 4 inches high with a female dwarf beside him about 
10 inches high. 
 Visited the collection of shells belonging to Mr. Cumming in Gower Street No. 80.57 
Found him feeble from paralytic attacks yet very obliging. Collection put up in drawers & 
the shells merely laid upon cotton with printed labels attached. Said to contain about 23000 
species & varieties & to be the largest collection in Europe. The shells exceed in beauty & 
                                                 
56 Mylodon: extinct Pleistocene bear-like animal. Glyptodon: extinct quaternary animal from South America. 
Megatherium: extinct sloth.  
57 The collection of Richard Cuming (1777-1870), added to by his son, is now part of the Cuming Museum in 
London.  
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variety all that I had imagined. Some small speci. of Conus he showed us cost him £20; 
another was sold for £70. A specimen of Carinaria cost him £30.58 Very few known species 
are not found in his collection. The great work of Mr. Reene [?] is illustrating this collection 
by figures; already 7 or 8 quartos have been published. 
 In the evening visited Madame Tussaud’s Collection of wax figures, Baker St., 
Portman Square. It exceeds in perfection any thing I had imagined in this art & gives us as 
fine an idea of royalty, of coronations, of the jewelry & splendid dresses worn at coronation 
& other state occasions, as if we were actually present. We did not go into the Room of 
Honors. See Catalogue of Objects. 
 
June 19. 
 Visited the Zoological garden in Park. Saw 5 giraffes, rhinoceros Hippopotamus. 
Bears of every color, deer, antelopes, hogs, leopards, eagles, vultures, owls, parrots & a 
great multitude of quadrupeds (seal ex gratius) & birds as well as reptiles, snakes, iguana & 
other lizards & a large collection of stuffed animals. 
 Visited the Botanic Garden in Regent’s Park. In the conservatory saw a multitude of 
tropical plants – ex. gr. the date palm (leaf several feet large), Norfolk Island Pine 2 species 
(Arancaria) Zamia [tropical cyclad] & Cycas [evergreen tropical tree] & prickly pears, 
without end almost. 
 Notice the arrangement of these tropical plants upon ammonites [extinct cephalopod] 
more than 2 ft. diameter with trunks of fossil trees from the isle of Portland more than a foot 
in diameter. 
 The collection of American plants the most magnificent that I ever saw. More than 
an acre of Rhododendron, Kalmia & Aralia from N & S America were in full bloom. They 
had been brought there & set out by a gardener or several gardeners & for sale. The ground 
was uneven & the whole view was the most splendid of any thing I ever saw in the way of 
flowers. 
 The weather was delightful & the number of gentlemen & ladies in their best dresses 
(constituting a collection of the beauty & fashion of London, I assume) was very large.59 
Called Promenade Day. Admittance by tickets from proprietors, no fee. 
 In the evening 6 o’clock took dinner with a Club of the Geological Society, about 15, 
by invitation of Sir Charles Lyell. Sat between him & Lord Selkirk. The dinner of turbot & 
various meats with fruits etc. a good one but wine. Wine was the drink & it was with 
difficulty I could procure water. 
 At 8h. 30m. attended the meeting of the Geological Society. A paper by Mr. [David 
T.] Ansted on the strata at Farringdon occasioned a lively & long discussion by Mr. Sharpe, 
Prof. Edward Forbes, Mr. Prestwich, Dr. Felton, Dr. Sedgwick, Dr. Mantell, Mr. Harris & 
others. Nothing seemed to be settled by it, the discussion amicable but markedly keen 
thrusts & repartee.60 

                                                 
58 Carinaria: an oceanic heteropod mollusk. Conus is a mollusk with a conical shell. 
59 “We availed ourselves of the opportunity of sitting awhile to see the people, considering it a very 
considerable part of the entertainment.” (OWH, June 19). 
60 “English scientific men appear to me remarkable for two things; first for the frank and blunt manner in 
which they advanced their peculiar views, and for the vigor, and even sharpness, with which they comment 
upon those who differ from them, so that in some cases I suspected personal hostility. But I found that when 
they got an opportunity to speak of their opponents, personally, they were so copious in their commendations 
that, in this country, we should call it flattery. I wish we had more of this frank, generous English manner, in 
the intercourse of our scientific men:” Reminiscences, 348. 
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 At 11 o’clock went into the soiree of the Royal Society, Somerset House, introduced 
by Dr. Mantell. Ladies quite numerous. Refreshments provided, but I know not how fully as 
I did not stay to partake. The Nepaul ambassador was there with his interpreters. About as 
dark as Mai Johannan, fine countenance etc., not savage but intellectual, showing great 
firmness. Stature towards 6 ft. & form gigantic almost. They were showing him [faint 
penciled word] objects through the microscope. I thought he did not seem much interested 
from his repeated yawnings.61 

 Saw here a lock of Sir Isaac Newton’s hair which was grey. Also the telescope which 
he constructed. It was about a foot long & from 2 to 3 inches diameter. 
 Came away at half past eleven, streets almost as full of people as ever. 
 
June 20 & 21 
 London to Oxford & back, 134 miles. Took express train & return & made 53 miles 
without stopping in 53 minutes, jolted very bad – at 25 miles per hour [sic] – very smooth & 
pleasant. Rails 7 ft. apart, rests on timbers lengthwise. 
 Geology dull. First tertiary (London Basin), next Chalk, next Oolite. 
 Colleges 19 & Halls 5 = 24. Radcliffe Library contains nearly 500,000 volumes & 
manuscripts in numerous, rather intricate rooms. The Bodleian Library contains about 
20,000 on medicine & Nat. History. This room is circular & over 80 feet high, lighted by 
windows of the common form near the upper part of the dome. The finest room I have seen 
in England for books or specimens save the Hunterian Museum. 
 In the Radcliffe Library is an extensive Gallery of Paintings & models of ancient 
architecture (the Parthenon etc.) also the walls are covered with books. 
 Besides these Libraries each College has its own library of several thousand 
volumes. 
 Each College also has its Chapel. Some of them are very splendid as New College. 
Here are some of most magnificent painted windows in Great Britain. 
 Each College is built around courts, generally two, & the rooms extend quite across 
the building. 
 Behind or around each College are many acres of most beautiful recreation ground, 
graveled walks beneath lofty trees & along a small stream. Addison’s walk is the most 
handsome which I have seen. 
 The theatre is a magnificent circular room that will contain over 3000 persons. 
Paintings overhead very fine. Here honorary degrees are conferred & meetings held on great 
occasions. 
 Ordinary degrees are conferred in a room adjoining to the Radcliffe Library. We saw 
the ceremony. Some 6 or 8 received A.B. or A.M. or B.D. & as one of the graduates told me, 
one received a degree because he was rich, not because he was a scholar. The amount of 
ceremony gone through was great & to me some of it ridiculous. The Vice Chancellor Dr. 
Plumtree presided in his black silk gown with red in front & his square topped cap. Once or 
twice those receiving a degree kneeled before them & he placed a book upon their heads. 
Once they read from a book of Latin & whether it was a translation, I know not. Some wore 
scarlet gowns & there was a great difference in the costumes indicating I suppose different 
grades. 
 Saw the oldest Bible ever printed, done in 1450. Finely done. One whole room filled 
with Hebrew manuscripts, several thousand. 

                                                 
61 Edward, writing later of this evening (Reminiscences, 348), thought that the ambassador “appeared to me 
about as much out of place in a scientific meeting as an elephant in a ladies drawing room.” 
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 Saw Guy Fawkes’ Lantern with which he attempted to blow up Parliament. 
 Also Oliver Cromwell’s watch & Queen Elizabeth. [sic] Also a neck ornament (gold) 
of King Alfred. Those were in the Ashmolean Museum which is in two rooms & consists of 
antiquities for the most part, with specimens in Nat. History. It is a sad jumble although 
containing many good specimens, among them are the head & foot of the Dido & bones of 
the Solitaire. 
 Another & larger collection in Mineralogy & Geology is that made by Dr. Buckland 
in two not large rooms. There are many fine specimens but they are crowded together & 
piled up on one another as if to form stone walls. Here I saw the Drs. Lecture Room where 
were several caricature sketches, one representing the Dr. lecturing with the Ammonite in 
his hand which he used to put over his neck. Also a saurian lecturing to his fellows upon a 
fossil human cranium he had found. Before the Dr. closed his lectures he often had only 4 or 
5 auditors & this probably had something to do with his derangement. He is now in a lunatic 
asylum. 
 In his collection I saw fine specimens of the tracks of the tortoise from Scotland 
figured in Bridgewater Treatise,62 also of the Chirotherium from Cheshire. Also of fossil 
wood, large trunks, one 8 ft. long, from the South Pacific. Cost over $50 [sic]. Also 
Cycadites in abundance. Some fine specimens of minerals but huddled together badly. 
 The degrees conferred as stated above were 1 Bachelor of Divinity 3 A.Ms. 1 A.B. 1 
Bachelor of Music. 
 
June 22nd  
 Visited Westminster Abbey & Westminster Hall but could not get admittance to the 
House of Parliament. The Hall is 238 ft. long, 68 broad, 90 high, used on special occasions. 
 Westminster Abbey is built mainly of limestone, perhaps the Portland Stone. Its 
magnificent architectural proportions have been so often described that I need say nothing. 
Its aisles & arches certainly exceed any thing I have ever seen. But I cannot look upon its 
monuments with much pleasure. Beautiful as is the work, often it seems to me in a great 
measure caricature & a vain attempt to perpetuate by some extraordinary monument the 
distinctions that existed in life. I look with more pleasure upon the simple monuments of a 
common grave yard in open day because it is a more appropriate place & no damp miasmas 
are there to work disease on the system. Against the whole system of burying indoors I 
protest as a chemist & an invalid. 
 Service is performed twice every day in the Abbey. The guides are dressed so as to 
appear quite classical. 
 
June 24 Sabbath 
 Heard Rev. Mr. Hamilton of the Free Scottish Church in the morn. from the text ‘my 
soul waiteth for God etc.’63 A written & beautiful discourse full of glowing description & 
strong Christian feeling. Order of exercises 1. Singing 2 Principal prayer 3 Scripture 4 Short 
prayer 5 Sermon 6 Singing 7 Prayer. Made the acquaintance of Mr. H. & found him a very 
pleasant man. 
 Afternoon, heard Rev. Mr. Cummings from the text in Daniel ‘he fasted etc.’ He 
took the ground that fasting in the sense of abstinence from food is not required in scripture 
& that the word has a more extensive meaning, implying humiliation of soul. He spoke 
                                                 
62 Buckland wrote the sixth in the series of nine “Bridgwater Treatises:” Geology and mineralogy considered in 
reference to natural theology (London, 1836) 
63 Rev. James Hamilton (1814-1867) was a prolific author of commentaries on the Bible, including collections 
of sermons such as The harp on the willows, which went through forty-five editions by 1850. 
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strongly against forms & ceremonies in the church. An earnest preacher of the Scottish 
established church. He thought men who are intemperate should become teetotalers but that 
others might drink. 
 Passing along the streets Sabbath evening saw a multitude of wine & beer & whiskey 
shops open. 
 
June 25. 
 Visited the London Tower & Thames Tunnel. I need not describe either, they are so 
well known. At the Tower I suggested to the guide that at the end of the exhibition he ought 
to place a Bible which would show how to make a nation prosperous & happy without 
armor, guns & swords, & how the $15,000,000 of Regalia there might be laid out in doing 
good. I thought he did not relish my proposal. 
 Saw some armor made by hoops of iron welded. Also a block used for beheading 
criminals, the marks of the axe twice where two had been beheaded. Also instruments of 
torture. Also the dungeon of Sir Walter Raleigh – Inscriptions were made by the prisoners – 
extracts from scriptures – Be thou faithful unto death etc. He that overcometh. 
 
June 26th. 
 Visited the Museum of Economic Geology near Picadilly [sic]. New, a splendid 
building. The lower room devoted to large specimens which are placed around the room or 
in cases nearly horizontal like those of the British Museum. The specimens of marble, 
granite etc. are cubes 6 inches across, the upper surface polished, the name & locality 
printed on them. Round the room are pillars 4 ft. high & one foot diameter of marble, granite 
etc. with the name & locality. And large polished slabs form a part of the walls & supporting 
pillars of it (flat). The upper room has two galleries and the floor. It is quadrangular though 
rounded at one end & lighted from above not only along the angle of the room but in the 
center & is very light. Around the Balustrade of the galleries is a horizontal case about 2 ft. 
wide. Each metal or other useful substance will be placed first in its rude state then as it 
passes through the changes of reduction & conversion into useful & ornamental articles. It is 
the finest room I have seen in London (perhaps 100 ft. long) for exhibiting specimens. 
 Saw here fine examples of enamelling [sic]. Also of various kinds of pottery & 
porcelain & glass, all very beautiful, also specimens of plants, leaves & cones preserved in a 
coating of copper, silver or gold. 
 
June 26. 
 Visited the National Gallery of Paintings, containing nearly 200 pieces by the old 
masters, open to the public without fee. 
 Saw a cage with dogs, cats, rats, owls, hawks, jackdaws, robins, monkeys, rabbits 
etc. living amicably. The owner says a good deal of training as well as good living is 
necessary to keep them on good terms. 
 Took lunch with Sir Charles Lyell. He says that there seem to be severe lines or 
vallies [sic] along which the glaciers descended from Snowdon & that most geologists save 
Murchison admit the former existence of glaciers there. 
 Visited the Colosseum.64 The painting of Swiss scenery there comes nearer to reality 
than any thing I ever saw. A vast amount of rock has been piled up there. The Panorama of 

                                                 
64 The Colosseum was a circular building by Decimus Burton, opened to the public in 1829. In 1850 it housed 
an enormous panorama of Paris in 1848 at the top of the building, a Hall of Mirrors, a Gothic Aviary, Stalactite 
Caverns and, on the adjoining grounds, artificial ruins and scenery of Mont Blanc (advantageously seen from 
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Paris is exceedingly fine. The statuary is good so far as I can judge but I doubt the moral 
tendency of so many naked figures. 
  
June 27. 
 Homerton. Last meeting of Homerton College. Dr. J. P. Smith gave a valedictory 
Address. A student just leaving gave a very creditable essay on the Parables of our Lord. Dr. 
Smith had been connected with the College since 1801, as Divinity Tutor since 1805 or 6. 
Did not read but part of his Address. 
 Dinner followed with wine & toasts & speeches. Called upon & obliged to say 
something. Had a good example of the English way of doing such things. 
 
June 28th. 
 At British Museum. Saw the reading room & Library. The collection is a vast one. 
When will there be any thing like it in the United States? 
 
June 29. 
 Visited the Houses of Parliament. The new House of Lords splendid beyond any 
thing I have seen, but no description can convey an idea of it. New House of Commons not 
completed. The old one rather shabby. In the House of Lords no place for taking notes. 
 Went into a court room & saw the barristers & judges in their powdered wigs. 
 New Houses of Parliament built of Magnesium Limestone from Yorkshire, 800,000 
to 900,000 tons, 24,000,000 bricks and 5000 tons of iron. 
 Dined at a quarter before eight with Mr. Pusey. Mr. P. to whom I was introduced by 
Sir Charles Lyell. The dinner (?) [sic] plate etc. splendid & a multitude of dishes. Present 
Chevalier Bunsen, Prussian Minister, Lord Harrison (?) [sic], Mr. Mountsell [William 
Monsell] , Mr. P. from Ireland & some other M.P.s whose names I did not learn.65 Wine as 
usual of three sorts & I had to stand alone as usual in refusing it. Chevalier Bunsen proposed 
to drink my health & when I refused he at once poured out a glass of water & we drank 
together. This was the most gentlemanly conduct I have hitherto received as to this matter. 
After a while the ladies retire & leave the gentlemen to complete the wine – I perceived that 
some nearly or quite fell asleep for a time & yet they seemed to me to drink less than usual. 
Dinner from 8 to nearly 11. 
 Rev. Mr. Binney told me the other day that many American clergymen had drunk 
wine at his table, having overcome their scruples of conscience. I thought it not best that he 
should have my example to use, though in my present state of health I presume a little wine 
would be serviceable. 
 
June 30. Sabbath. 

                                                                                                                                                      
the Swiss Chalet). The building, fallen out of use, was razed in 1875. See Henry B. Wheatley, London past and 
present (London, 3 vols., 1891), vol. 3, 446ff. 
65 For an account of this dinner, see Reminiscences, 351. Charles Lyell introduced Edward to “Mr. Pusey, a 
distinguished agriculturist from Berkshire, brother of the Professor [Edward] Pusey so well known in the 
theological world.” Philip Pusey (1799-1855) was an agriculturalist and Member of Parliament from Berkshire. 
Pusey, Monsell, MP from Limerick, and Bunsen gave Edward names of agricultural schools in England, 
Ireland, and Prussia. After Edward’s return from this dinner, Orra wrote: “Should think the splendor of the 
entertainment would almost have overpowered him but he got safely home a little before midnight:” (OWH, 
June 29). 
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 Attended Mr. Binney’s church & heard a Scottish clergyman preach a respectable 
sermon from the text ‘the blessed & only Potentate.’ But why is it that most of these 
ministers must use such a holy swell in their speech? Why not speak plainly & directly? 
 
July 1. 
 London to Cambridge, 57 miles over the Eastern Counties Rail Road. 
 Level most of the way, tolerable for farming. Chalk formation rarely visible – One or 
two short tunnels near Cambridge. Streets of Cambridge narrow & crooked. Colleges look 
newer than at Oxford. Construction of the colleges similar to those at Oxford. 

The Geological Cabinet contains a fine collection of fossils. Some of the finest 
specimens of Plesiosauri [extinct Jurassic reptiles] to be found. The collection of fishes is 
very fine. 
 Room not large nor very well constructed, as it seemed to me. 
 Prof. Sedgwick does not regard the Cambrian rocks as distinct from the Lower 
Silurian – but he thinks the name Cambrian should take the place of Lower Silurian.66 Prof. 
McCoy (from Belfast) says that Emmons’ Taconic system belongs to Sedgwick’s Cambrian. 
He finds an almost exact counterpart of the N. York rocks in Scotland. 
 Wires of the Electric Telegraph on the Eastern Counties Railway, generally 6 or 7 & 
sometimes 16. 
 
July 2nd. 
 Witnessed delivery of Latin, Greek & English Prize Essays & the conferring of two 
Doctorates of Divinity & two of Civil Law (D.C.L.) in the Senate House of the University. 
The Vice Chancellor presided but seemed to have little to do with the ceremony. Rev. Dr. 
Carmichael was dressed in scarlet & black, the Doctors in scarlet & the Masters in a black 
gown which was worn also by most of the students about the Colleges.67 These colleges are 
some of them larger than those at Oxford. 
 The back grounds were fine, perhaps hardly equal to those at Oxford. The Cam is a 
little larger perhaps than Fort River in Amherst & sluggish, not clear. 
 Trinity Church is very splendid, 300 feet long – seats for perhaps 100 persons called 
stalls. The ceiling magnificent & the painted windows fine. But of how little use! 
 The ceremonies at giving the degrees were many, but not quite so ridiculous as at 
Oxford. There was first a long Latin address from a Professor recommending the candidates, 
then they sat down, put on the square caps, kissed a book, got up again, read something, etc. 
 Was shown the Geological Cabinet by Mr. Deck a Druggist, & Prof. McCoy of 
Ireland. It is a magnificent & well arranged collection. 
 The Library contains about 170,000 volumes. Saw the Codex Berae, 1400 years old. 
Saw a book the first published in England in 1471, type clear & large. 
 Visited the Ag. Training School at Hoddsdon [Hoddesdon] Harts. Principal Mr. 
Haselwood. He has about 35 scholars but only a very few devoted to agriculture. His 
Laboratory rather an unpromising place. – each student manipulates. No collections of any 
real use in natural history. Farm of 300 acres with a fine garden. He cannot interest the 
farmers to send their sons. Students not compelled to work but spend the latter half of the 
day in some out of door pursuit such as levelling [sic] etc. 
 Board as in good families. Sleep on single matrasses [sic], 6 or 20 in a room. 
Expense 30 guineas a year. 
                                                 
66 For Sedgwick’s role in sorting out Cambrian, Silurian, and Devonian epochs, see Martin J. S. Rudwick, The 
great Devonian controversy (Chicago 1985). 
67 Orra described this ceremony in great detail: OWH, July 2. 
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July 3rd. 
 Hoddsdon to London, 20 miles. Took breakfast in Hoddsdon with Rev. Mr. Ellis, 
former missionary to Tahiti & his wife, the authoress.68 Very agreeable family. They have a 
female school in the Rawdon House, an old & rather elegant mansion with a great hall of 
carved work in oak. Grounds around beautiful – with herds. The expenses are great here. 
But Mrs. E. has some correct notions about female education. She teaches the ladies how to 
perform domestic work to some extent, but in England I doubt whether she can make this 
system work. Her notion is that you must begin with such a school on a rather splendid scale 
to keep it from contempt.69 

 Harts remarkable for the production of roses which are indeed splendid. Mr. E. has a 
conservatory & a delightful residence. 
 
July 4th. 
 Invited by Mr. Peabody, American merchant in London, to dine on Richmond Hill. 
10 miles from London, a favorite residence of George 3rd. Met over 40, most Americans, 
with Mr. Lawrence. Dinner splendid. Sat from five till eleven & then left others to sit longer. 
Toasts & speeches in abundance. So far as I could see I was the only teetotaler there, yet 
was treated politely by Mr. Peabody & another gentleman who proposed to drink with me 
allowing me to use water. This is a painful view of the temperance cause & a gentleman told 
me today that he saw in London Docks 11 acres covered with wine hogsheads not yet fully 
got through the custom house duties! 
 

 
 Chapter 3. “The cliffs all along are worn into most fantastic shapes:” Cirencester to 

Ireland and Scotland, June 5-28, 1850 
 
 Heading for Ireland on July 5th, the Hitchcocks stopped at Cirencester for two days, 
where Edward gave “an account of American revivals” to the city’s Baptists. His chief 
reason for visiting Cirencester was its agricultural school. Boys worked on the school’s large 
farm and were well taught in chemistry but “common farmers” were not numerous among 
them. Here and at other schools he visited subsequently, Edward didn’t hide his worries 
about “caste” and his conviction that all farmers’ sons would benefit from scientifically-
oriented instruction. Two days later he and Orra attended a meeting of city missionaries in 
Birmingham, but among them were “Catholics, Puseyites & Latter day Saints about equally 
zealous & erroneous.” (July 9).  
 On the next day the couple crossed to Ireland, conveyed late at night to Dublin by 
one of the curious “Irish carts” which Orra describes in one of her most amusing entries. 
(OWH, July 10). Edward learned that agriculture was being introduced into all Irish schools, 
surely a reaction to the recent potato famine. He gives an extended description of the 
facilities and curriculum at the city’s Glasnevin Agricultural School; it offered him good 
examples for Massachusetts. (July 12). Venturing next to Northern Ireland, Edward was 
again pleased to learn about agricultural teaching at Queen’s College in Belfast, and 

                                                 
68 Sara Stickney Ellis (1812-1872) was the wife of Rev. William Ellis, and the author of The wives of England, 
The women of England, and other books. She established Rawdon House in Hertfordshire to stress moral 
training and domestic duties to young women 
69 Mrs. Ellis, wrote Edward later, “thinks it necessary in England to begin with an establishment more 
expensive that would be desirable, otherwise the school would be deserted by the respectable classes. Caste, in 
England, exercises a controlling power, and cannot, as in this country, be neglected:” Reminiscences, 350. 
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remarked on the nearby smaller school in Larne. (July 15). Both he and Orra were thrilled 
by a day and a half on the northern coast, their principal goal being Giants Causeway. 
Edward describes its spectacular columns of basalt, and the nearby cliffs and caves. “The 
cliffs all along are worn into most fantastic shapes & nothing can exceed the wildness of the 
shore. The Causeway itself is very fine, the columns being as perfect as art could make or 
represent them. No. of sides from 4 to 9. In one spot they appear on the side of the hills lying 
almost horizontal & looking like so many muzzled cannon.” (July 17).  
 After Northern Ireland the Hitchcocks had a calm overnight crossing to the Clyde 
and on up to Glasgow, reaching there on June 18. Edward briefly characterizes Glasgow 
University’s two museums and its library, but says little about the city except that it was 
“handsome.” (July 19). From Glasgow he and Orra took steamers, rail and carriage (four 
conveyances in one day) through the impressive Highlands to Fort William. Edward 
describes the region’s geological features, including glacial drift and the types of rock. At 
times he gives away his preference for the pastoral landscapes of New England and eastern 
New York. “The scenery of Loch Lomond is fine, but not superior or equal to that of Lake 
George, though some of the mountains, Ben Lomond, Ben etc. higher. But they are all 
entirely naked . . . The country is tolerably good for grazing but for nothing else as I could 
see.” (July 20) 
 For both Orra and Edward, passing into the Vale of Glencoe was one of their most 
memorable experiences, heightened by the valley’s literary fame.70 “This valley,” writes 
Edward, “is perhaps the wildest spot I ever saw exceeding any part of Wales though similar. 
On both sides the rocks rise in conical & irregular peaks & walls 1000 or 2000 feet & you 
can look down the main valley & into some lateral ones & see peak after peak as far as the 
eye can reach. The rock (porphyry) is traversed by many dykes which have worn away & 
left deep trenches cutting through the mountains.” (July 20). From Fort William, Edward 
went to see the “Parallel Roads” of Glen Roy, renowned examples of successive shorelines 
of ancient glacial lakes. 
 Edward’s scientific concerns are foremost in his diary, but sometimes he remarks on  
daily life. He was distressed by the beggars at Giants Causeway and by the amount of 
tobacco used by poor people. In a letter to his brother Henry, he made clear his distress at 
Irish poverty. He could “hardly believe that human beings could be so degraded.” And he 
reflected that despite Great Britain’s splendid institutions, “it is also full of degradation & 
suffering & the condition of the masses seems hopeless.”71 A staunch advocate of 
temperance, he was astonished when offered alcohol by a North Ireland landlady who had 
supposedly taken the pledge. He found that “Irish gentlemen” denounced American slavery, 
yet ignored the “vast multitudes” of poor Irish folk “more degraded & more inflexibly 
fettered in slavery than the blacks.” (July 17). In the Scottish Highlands he saw peasant huts 
with only one door for humans and their cattle. “I have seen an old lady sitting on the 
manure in the part of the hut belonging to the cattle.” (July 22). 
 

Diary entries, July 5-28, 1850 
July 5th. 
 London to Circester [Cirencester] 95 miles. Chalk & oolite. The country mostly flat 
but well cultivated & some of it very fine. 
 
July 6. 

                                                 
70 For Orra’s Ossianic reaction to Glencoe, see OWH, June 19. 
71 To Henry Hitchcock from Dublin, July 12, 1850: EOH, box 4, folder 44. 
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 Visited the Ag. Coll. at Ciresester [sic].72 Large Buildings with rooms for 200 
students, only 50 there. Charge £80. Farm 700 acres, land poor on the Great Oolite. Boys 
mostly sons of ministers & gentlemen, not one of the nobility. School meets with opposition 
from the high & the low. For plan & some details of administration, see circular. Chemistry 
seems well taught. Nearly half of the boys become tolerable chemists. They labor on the 
farm & are taught all the details. Library not large but well stocked with appropriate books. 
Collection in Nat. History not large. No Manikin.[illeg.] too small & like the cells of 
animals. Boys sleep in separate rooms on iron bedsteads. Examinations for a few minutes at 
each Lecture upon the previous one. Age from 16 upwards. Examinations also Saturday 
forenoon. Term 3 years, each year 36 weeks. They tried at first to interest the common 
farmers but failed. 
 Cirencester an ancient Roman town, now owned mainly by Earl Bathurst who directs 
who shall be chosen members of Parliament. The clergyman of the Established Church a 
Puseyite, yet has £2000 to give away to the poor & thus keeps them in the Church.73 

 
July 7th. 
 Heard the Baptist clergyman Mr. Stephens in morning, in the evening giving an 
account of American revivals.74 In the afternoon he invited us (Mr. & Mrs. Tappan had 
joined us) to partake of the Communion with his church which we accepted. 
 
July 8th.   
 Cirencester to Birmingham through Worcester, Droitwich etc., 80 miles. Fine 
scenery south of Gloucester. Struck the new red sandstone above that place & passed the salt 
works at Droitwich. Depth of the wells some of them 130 yds.75 Birmingham covered with 
smoke from its manufactories, like London. Weather so cold yesterday & today that with all 
our winter clothes we are obliged to have a fire. 
 
July 9th. 
 Birmingham to Chester, [blank space] miles by rail road. Never was so jolted in any 
carriage. Matters not well arranged on these roads. Those about the station seem not to know 
what to tell you. No tickets are given for baggage, which makes confusion. 
 Most of the distance N. Red Sandstone except the Dudley coal fields where we saw a 
vast number of chimneys connected with the pits & the engines. 
 We passed also the place near Droitwich where they boil down salt from salt wells. 
 Land between Stepford & Chester poorer than any I have seen in England. 
 Took breakfast with Rev. Mr. James, a worthy man afraid of German writers & of 
such as Carlyle, Emerson, Parker etc.76 

 Heard statements from city missionaries last evening at Mr. James’ Chapel. 
Catholics, Puseyites & Latter day Saints about equally zealous & erroneous.77 

                                                 
72 The Royal Agricultural College was founded in 1844, the oldest agricultural college in Great Britain. 
73 Reminiscences, 352: The money was “for annual distribution among the poor, but it would be withheld just 
as soon as a poor man should manifest any sympathy for dissenting views. How very few, with dependent 
families perhaps, would relinquish this charity and accept the poverty and odium of attaching themselves to a 
Baptist of Independent Church!”  
74 That is, Edward “preached extempore giving some account of Am. revivals:” OWH, July 7. 
75 See Mark Kurlansky, Salt, a world history (New York, 2003), p. 181. Droitwich, south of Cheshire in 
Worcestershire, had long been a major producer of salt in Great Britain. 
76 John Angell James (1875-1859), author of several books on Christian education. For the visit to Rev. James, 
see OWH, 8 July. 
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July 10th. 
 Chester to Holyhead. 6 or 7 tunnels from a few rods to a quarter of a mile. Coal 
rocks to Rhyl at least then carboniferous limestone, then slate. 
 Isle of Anglesea chiefly lactose & chloritic slate. In some places I saw the rocks 
rounded & scarred on their north side or perhaps N.E. side. Distinct sea beaches at least 
three before reaching Conway. Strata much contorted. 
 
July 11th  
 At Dublin streets fine, because so wide & airy. – But never did I see such rags & 
misery as multitudes exhibit. 
 Sackville St. the principal one & very broad. Nelson’s monument there. Became 
acquainted with the directors of the Sunday School – who represent their work as 
flourishing. See papers. 
 Became acquainted with John Ball Esq. of the customs house who introduced me to 
Sir Robert Kane [1809-1890] the chemist & to one or two geologists connected with the 
Ordnance Survey. Saw some of their geological Maps which are splendid. Saw Griffith’s 
Geol. Map of Ireland. Saw also the Museum of Economic Geology at Stephens Green. 
Structure similar to that in London & specimens similar. Rooms well lighted & by windows 
above the cases. Horizontal cases like those in the British Museum except a small glazed 
box a foot wide running along the top. Even the floors of this are thick glass. 
 Museum of Dublin University or Trinity College contains many good [blank space] 
though but huddled together & not attractive. Buildings extensive & modern. Walks fine not 
equal to Cambridge or Oxford however, but the buildings better. 
 Many of the public buildings in Dublin of granite, most of them of trap. 
 It is the place of the National School Board to introduce Agriculture into all the 
schools of Ireland. At Cork in Queens College under Sir R. Thune [?] is a professorship of 
Engineering & another of Agriculture. Others besides students of the College also attend to 
classics & are admitted & receive certain testimonials. This plan seems to me to deserve 
consideration for my country. See prospectus for Queens College. An excursion to Phenix 
Park is interesting. 
 
July 12. 
 Taken to the Glasnevin Agr. School by Rt. Hon. Alexander Macdonald. Farm over 
100 acres. One of the National Schools where agriculture is introduced as an art & a science. 
The boys are paid here for their work. Some, the younger ones, only 6 p per week, several 
hours each day. On the farm I found 30 to 40 at work (1/4 Protestants), who are paid a 
higher price. They work all day except morning & evening when they study & the principal 
gives lectures. They were called in & passed a good examination in Agricultural Chemistry 
& Agriculture. I was quite pleased. No collections in Natural History or Laboratory exist 
here & no lecture I believe in those subjects. 
  The crops on the farm & in the garden especially wheat, oats & potatoes, were finer 
that I have ever met with. A system of rotation of crops is adopted & manure applied only 
once in four years. 
 Most of these young men intend to be teachers in other schools & most of them have 
an intellectual look. 

                                                                                                                                                      
77 The pejorative “Puseyites” refers to the Oxford or Tractarian Movement of High Church Anglicans; Edward 
Bouverie Pusey, Oxford professor, was one of its leaders. 
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 The payment of the boys for work operates well & deserves in my opinion special 
attention in Massachusetts. 
 Soil calcareous around Dublin Rock, a very dark compact limestone traversed by 
veins of Calc. spar. 
 
July 13th 
 Dublin to Belfast 130 miles by railroad except 20 miles. Rock the first part of the 
way, black compact limestone. Towards Castle Blaney [Castleblayney] we come to slate & 
graywacke. Here also we meet with genuine drift, most of it modified. I saw also examples 
of rounding & scratching, the force acting from N.W. to S.E. The drift is arranged often in 
rounded hills elongated in a N.W. & S.E. direction & stopping especially at the S.E. 
extremity. They appear to me to be Osars and somewhat different from anything in N. 
England. They are quite numerous & often of considerable height. 
 The materials of the drift do not seem generally to be much sorted. 
 Much of the soil along this route is rather poor, some of it quite so, but if cultivated it 
would keep the people from starving. The houses are small & built of stone & thatched, 
hogs pen at one end wing & cows stable at the other. 
 Near Belfast are mountains from 800 to 1800 ft. high, of trap & chalk converted into 
limestone by the basalt. 
 Belfast is a well built city, wide streets & a good deal of business going on. 
 
July 14th. 
 Heard Rev. Dr. Cooke preach without notes, eloquent though rather declamatory. 
 Linen Manufactures. 
 Arch to commemorate Victoria’s visit. 
 
July 15. 

Agricultural lectures are given in the New Queens College in Belfast & there is an 
Agri. department. Not more than 6 or 8 attended this course the first trial. [sic] An Agr. 
Society in town also employs a Lecturer & publishes a Journal. See published Prospectus 
etc. of this New College. 
 Visited some linen manufactories & Linen Hall in Belfast. This the great centre of 
the linen trade. 
 Took breakfast with Prof. Andrews, Vice-President who showed me through the 
college [Queen’s College] . Chemical Rooms large & well provided for. Library just begun. 
Collection of simple minerals all of Nat. History which I saw. Poor students get along rather 
cheap here. Board is cheap or rather they can board themselves. 
 Belfast to Larne, 20 miles by a two horse car. Scenery fine. Road good, not hilly. 
Rock basalt & chalk with flints especially around Lough Larne. Soil red, clayey & stiff. 
 Agricultural School at Larne. Farm well cultivated. Crops of wheat, flax & potatoes 
fine. Mr. Macdonald the Manager of the farm examined a few boys from 9 to 11 in 
agricultural chemistry etc. Not bad. No laboratory, one collection in Nat. History. The best 
boys go to the Glasnevin School. 
 
July 16th.  
 Larne to Giants Causeway along the coast through Glenarvon, Cushendall & Bally 
Castle, about 41 Irish miles. 
 The leading geological features are hardened chalk with basalt above usually full of 
flints – sometimes quite red. Occasionally we saw greensand & often a red sandstone & 
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conglomerate looking like the New Red but may be newer. It is used for building. The hills 
are sometimes as much as 1000 feet high. The cliffs along the seam are mural & the 
[illeg.]ongs are fine. The glens are numerous & large. Sometimes the columns are distinct 
from a foot to 6 or 8 in diameter, always perpendicular to the chalk, which dips often several 
degrees. As we approach the Causeway the joints are used for fences. 
 Within 5 or 6 miles of that spot in descending a steep hill, I never saw so splendid a 
view to the west embracing the east part probably of the Causeway Cliffs. Fair Head east of 
Ballycastle looks finely as does the island of Rathlin whose shores are mural & columnar & 
appeared finely with a low western sun. As we reached the Causeway a magnificent bow 
appeared and the whole scene was similar to that described in my Sermon on the Rainbow. 
 In many places we noticed deep cuts & drift & bowlders on the surface especially as 
we approached the primary rocks. We crossed a mountain south of Ballycastle & north of 
Cushendall composed of mica slate with some reddish granite. I could discover there no 
rocks smooth & striated.  
 The highest mountains in the north part of Ireland are covered nearly if not quite to 
their tops with peat & usually 4 or 5 feet thick which is dry in immense quantities. What a 
blessing! 

 The soil in the basalt regions though not the worst, seems not the best. But the 
peasants seemed to me not as wretched as in some places. 
 Old castles are common – one at Carrickfergus is used as a fort – another at Larne – 
another at Ballycastle etc. 
  
July 17th. 
Giants Causeway, thence to Belfast through Ballymoney, Ballymena, Antrine & 
Carrickfergus, 65 English miles, half by posting. At Causeway took a boat at an enormous 
charge & entered a cavern 600 feet long. Thence passed easterly along the coast to Pleaskin 
where are columns, the upper ones 50 & the lower 30 ft. long, the two columnar deposits 
separated by amorphous basalt. Beds of an ochreous aspect also intervene, whether a mere 
variety of basalt or an aqueous deposit I did not ascertain. I counted 14 different layers of 
rock above one another at this place where the cliffs are said to be 400 feet high. The cliffs 
all along are worn into most fantastic shapes & nothing can exceed the wildness of the 
shore. The Causeway itself is very fine, the columns being as perfect as art could make or 
represent them. No. of sides from 4 to 9. In one spot they appear on the side of the hills lying 
almost horizontal & looking like so many muzzled cannon. Alexander Laverty at the 
Causeway furnishes good models of the same 2 feet across at £2, 10 sh. Also he furnishes 
points on application by mail. 
 A great annoyance here are the beggars that follow you every where with some thing 
to sell & if you will not buy then they beg for money to obtain tobacco or rum. 
 I was repeatedly told that the Presbyterians in the north of Ireland did not take the 
temperance pledge of Father Matthew and the number of houses licensed to sell spirits & ale 
is very great. One landlady who had taken the pledge asked if we would have whiskey, 
brandy or wine. The quantities of tobacco also used by the poor people is very great & one 
of the causes of their degradation. 
 Rocks between the Causeway & Belfast on our route scarcely visible yet trap used 
for building. Country undulating. 
 Peat bogs abundant & extensive. Cultivated on elevated lands with success, I judge. 
 Irish gentlemen are very compassionate towards American slaves & denounce all 
west of the Atlantic on its account. Yet they are not conscious that vast multitudes of 
themselves are more degraded & more inflexibly fettered in slavery than the blacks. 
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July 18. 

Belfast to Glasgow, starting at 7 last evening & reaching G. 129 miles. At 6 A.M. 
Passage smooth, except two or three hours in the mid-channel. 
 Scenery along the Clyde resembles that along Ct. river, mountains rather higher – 
partly sandstone & partly trap, I judge. In several places I noticed terraces mostly low, in 
one case at least three. They appear say two or three miles below the landing in Glasgow & 
are built upon. No barrier exists between these & the ocean. They are mostly low, from 10 to 
20 or 30 ft. I judge. 
 
July 19. 
 In Glasgow. Became acquainted with Rev. Dr. King78 & Dr. [Robert] Rainy [1826-
1906], Prof. of Medical Science, the former author of a small work on Geology & religion. 
He says that Rev. Mr. Wilson’s work on the same subject, an attack upon geologists, has not 
produced the slightest interest. Consulted Dr. Rainy professionally who not only charged me 
nothing but gave me Ramsay’s Geology of Arran.79 

 Visited the University. The Museum of Hunter large in anatomy, respectable in 
zoology, some good things in mineralogy but poor in geology. 
 The Museum of the Andersonian University (medical) about the same, though less in 
anatomy & zoology but better in mineralogy & geology. The Building of the Hunterian 
Museum much better than that of the Andersonian Inst. & contains some good paintings. 
 The Library of the University contains about 80,000 volumes but they looked very 
old. Some old & valuable manuscripts there.  
 Doors for the bookcases formed of net wire & this is a common mode at the British 
Museum for [blotted word]. 
 Three classes of Scottish Presbyterians. 1. The Established Church. 2. The United 
Seceders. 3. The Free Church, the two latter differing but little & sometimes exchanging 
pulpits, but not so with the old establishment. Glasgow a handsome city. The Exchange fine. 
 
July 20. 
 Glasgow to Fort William through Bowling, 10 miles by steamer, 10 miles to Loch 
Lomond by rail road, across the lake 30 miles by steamer & 60 miles by stage through the 
Highlands. The scenery of Loch Lomond is fine, but not superior or equal to that of Lake 
George, though some of the mountains, Ben Lomond, Ben etc. higher. But they are all 
entirely naked. So is the country from Lomond to Fort William and nearly the whole way 
there is no land cultivated, all is pasture. The people are very few & apparently very poor 
though they do not look so degraded as some in Ireland. The country is tolerably good for 
grazing but for nothing else as I could see. 
 The rocks between the Clyde & Loch Lomond are old Red Sandstone – quite red & 
variegated used for walls. North of the Lake & for most of its extent we found primary rocks 
– for a great distance mica slate, then granite rock, then syenite & porphyry (enormously 
developed in Glencoe), then slate again. Here whitish limestone. 
 North of Lomond we follow up a small stream for several miles which has made 
excavations of considerable depth exhibiting potholes & good examples on the walls of river 
action. 

                                                 
78 Rev. David King wrote on natural theology. See Religion of geology, 19. 
79 Andrew Crombie Ramsay (1814-1891), Geology of the island of Arran, 1841. 
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 Drift shows itself every where among the mountains, nearly all of which have that 
rounded aspect which N. England mountains exhibit. In only one or two spots however did I 
see distant striae (ex. gr. as we entered Glencoe) & these run I thought about N.W. & S.E. In 
Loch Lomond they are numerous. The quantity of drift near the foot of the high hills is very 
great generally, as I thought, not quite as much rounded as with us, yet mixed with more 
pebbles & coarse sand. It is piled up often into conical & elongated embankments of 
considerable height, often singularly isolated. The materials did not seem to me so much 
sorted out as with us yet a similar agency seems to have produced both yet the Scottish drift 
has often an aspect more like that of Glasgow ex. gr. of moraines in the valley near the Lead 
Mines of the Marquis of Breadalbane. A vast amount of rounded gravel & drift hills occur 
for several miles before we enter Glencoe. 
 The blocks of this drift are none of them as large as I have seen in N. England. 
 The vale of Glencoe descends towards the N.W. but I could not determine whether 
the force acted down or up the valley. 
 This valley is perhaps the wildest spot I ever saw exceeding any part of Wales 
though similar. On both sides the rocks rise in conical & irregular peaks & walls 1000 or 
2000 feet & you can look down the main valley & into some lateral ones & see peak after 
peak as far as the eye can reach. The rock (porphyry) is traversed by many dykes which 
have worn away & left deep trenches cutting through the mountains. The road is made in 
serpentine direction & is said by fellow travellers to be equal to any part of the Simplon. It 
needs good nerves to be driven in a loaded stage down these hills at a rapid rate. 
 The sides of many of these hills are covered with the marks of currents of water that 
have swept down their sides in wet seasons. They look like so many white ribbands. 
 
July 21. 

Sabbath at Fort William, a small village with 4 places of worship. 2 Presbyterian (1 
Free Church), one Episcopal & one Papal. Heard Rev. Mr. Stewart half a day in Gaelic & 
Dr. Patterson of Glasgow in the afternoon in English. Dr. P. is Moderator of the Free Church 
National Assembly. Saw Highlanders in their native costumes, with naked legs, petticoats & 
horse tails in front. 

 
July 22. 
 Visited the Parallel Roads of Glen Roy, 34 miles going from Fort William & 
returning – Afterward went by steamboat to Oban. 
 All the way from Fort W. to the Spean we passed over a vast amount of drift in the 
form of rounded hills of coarse gravel, evidently ground & sorted, not perhaps as much as in 
N.E. nor exhibiting so many rounded depressions but looking more as if pushed forward by 
ice. 
 Approaching the Spean those moraines gradually change into terraces. 
 Three or four of these are sometimes seen not so continuous as sometimes in N. 
England. 
 Ascending, the terraces become more irregular at top & seem more like sea beaches. 
I think the drift down the Spean might have blocked up the outlet of the valley as high as the 
regular terraces. The materials are well rounded gravel & course sand. 
 The Parallel Roads are three which are distinct, extending on both sides of the valley 
for 5 or 6 miles. The valley curves so that I could not see the whole extent. The sides are 
quite steep & the valley at the bottom narrow. The two upper roads are nearest together. 
They are when not modified by slides about the width of a common road & scarcely differ 
from common terraces save by their narrowness. Their materials are gravel more or less 
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rounded & partially sorted and these same materials line the sides of the valleys where they 
are not rocky & too steep to retain the materials. The same materials extend above the 
uppermost road. The deposit is only a few feet thick in most places but near the lower end of 
the Roads on the west side especially a vast quantity of this deposit extends out into the 
valley & might have formed the basin to a lake once filling the valley. 
 It strikes me that this is most clearly a case where a lake once existed with a barrier 
that has been broken away suddenly at least three times & remained stationary at three times 
long enough to allow the waters to form a road. And below the Roads not far above the 
mouth of the Roy we find gravel enough to have formed the barrier & we see where the 
stream has cut through it – or perhaps ice might have once formed a part of the barrier.80 It is 
evident that the water once stood above the highest Road from the presence of modified 
drift. Such are the impressions which a hasty inspection of these Roads has produced. 
 Acres of snow are seen on the north side of the Snowdon Range & one patch near the 
top where it is exposed to the direct rays of the sun. I saw snow also on the hills to the east 
of Glencoe. I was told that it would not melt away all summer. 
 I think that many of the huts of the peasantry here are much below what I saw in 
Ireland, yet the people do not appear as miserable. In Glencoe many of the huts have but one 
door for the family & the cattle, the former being one way & the latter the other. [sic] I have 
seen an old lady sitting on the manure in the part of the hut belonging to the cattle. In Glen 
Roy more of the land is cultivated, but the crops looked poor. 
 Many Irishmen adopt the Highland dress which is getting out of use very much. 
 (?) [sic] Welsh & Gaelic language much alike. Met some in Glen Roy who could not 
speak English. 
 Sail from Fort Will. to Oban beautiful through the Fiords or Lochs. 
 Examples of erosion of rocks by water & of gorges of considerable depth occur on 
the Spean Water near where the Roy enters that river. Also on the stream than empties into 
Loch Lomond from the north. 
 
July 23 & 24. 
 At Oban, detained by rain & fatigue, The hills around are composed of sandstone 
alternating with a coarse conglomerate & often traversed by veins of vescicular trap. In two 
places, one on the beach & the other, say 200 feet higher are striae. Course N. 50o to 60o W. 
The scenery around Oban is very picturesque. 
 
July 25. 

Detained by poor health at Oban. Unable to visit Staffa on this account. 
 Mrs. H. discovered an ancient sea bed on the hills back of Oban, probably from 200 
to 250 ft. high. The shells are many of them comminuted but others are entire, among which 
are the Ostrea [clamshells], Mytilus [marine mussel], Mrya (?) [sic] etc., the species the 
same as those now living on the coast.81 

 
July 26.  
 Oban to Glasgow by water through the Crinan canal. Scenery romantic. Rock, slate, 
sandstone, porphyry etc. Some mica slate along the canal. Distance 130 or 140 miles. 
                                                 
80 Louis Agassiz had only recently shown that the Parallel Roads were the shorelines of lakes formed by three 
successive advances of a glacier: Jan Oosthoek, “The Parallel Roads of Glen Roy and Forestry,” 
Environmental history resources (online resource), 2007. 
81 Orra’s knowledge of ancient shells would allow her to make such deductions. She was presumably on her 
own when she identified these fossils, while Edward kept to his sick bed. 
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July 27th.  
 Glasgow to Edinburgh, 47 miles. Passed through 4 tunnels, the first an inclined plane 
occupying 130 seconds, the second, 25 seconds, etc. Rocks sandstone. Road a very 
expensive one equal almost to the Bangor Road. Agriculture tolerably good – some of the 
way fine wheat large & oats & potatoes, few. Occasional drift well exposed but mostly 
modified. Great numbers of Osars their larger diameter lying in the direction of the drift 
agency which is E. by S.E. & W. by N.W. Fine striae on the Rail Road Track at the Ratho 
station. Soon after leaving Glasgow the Campse Hills are conspicuous a few miles to the 
left. In one spot there is an appearance very analogous to that of the Parallel Roads, there 
being what seems to be three terraces. It is said that Basil Hall describes an exactly similar 
case in Peru in a narrow valley (similar to the roads in Glen Roy).82 

 The terraces on this route are not very distinct though several on the Forth. [sic] But 
they look more like Beaches. 
 A splendid new Castle recently erected a few miles before reaching Edinburgh called 
the Donaldson Castle. 
 

 
Chapter 4. “I dislike the moral influence of monuments to military men & unsanctified 

genius:” Edinburgh to London, July 28-August 9. 1850 
 
 The annual meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science in 
Edinburgh had been in the Hitchcocks’ minds since their departure from London. Edward 
was among the foreign notables whose arrival was announced in the local press, which 
continued to document the conference day by day. “Professor Hitchcock of America read 
two papers, ‘On the terraces in New England,’ and ‘On erosion from river action;’ after 
which a long discussion ensued. Professor Sedgwick differed from the author of the papers 
in several of his conclusions, but the views of the latter gentleman were supported by Sir 
Roderick Murchison . . . and other members.”83 Murchison also asked him to compare “the 
drift phenomenon” in  America and Great Britain. Edward took the occasion to insist on 
ancient glacial activity in Wales that was then doubted by many.84  
 Edward paid little attention to the conference in his diary, remarking that it was no 
better than similar gatherings in America (August 3), but he sent two travel letters to the 
New York Observer about it.85 In the first letter, he summarized Sir David Brewster’s 
opening address about recent advances in the sciences, and emphasized that Brewster 
acknowledged Divine truth. “Would that the Scientific Associations of our own country 
might as distinctly acknowledge the claims of natural and revealed religion.”86 Much to his 
liking was the fact that nearly one hundred of those in attendance were clergymen. Although 

                                                 
82 Basil Hall (1788-1844), Extracts from a journal, written on the coasts of Chili, Peru, and Mexico, in the 
years 1820, 1821, 1822 (Edinburgh, 1824). 
83 The Scotsman, August 7, 1850. The texts of Edward’s two papers are in EOH, Box 16, folders 42 and 43. 
They were based on work he had long been doing in the Connecticut River valley, focusing on the evidence of 
former glacial lakes and on the reshaping of earth by river action. 
84 Reminiscences, 343. 
85 “Letter from Edinburgh by President Hitchcock. Edinburgh, July 31, 1850. Meeting of the British 
Association for the Advancement of Science,” New York Observer, August 24, 1850, and “Letter from 
President Hitchcock,” lead article on September 14. 
86 In Reminiscences, 356-59, Edward divided attendance at the conference into nine classes, including 19 
nobility, 104 “Medical gentlemen,” and 97 clergymen. He expatiated on the high moral tone of the meetings 
and the desirability of having more clergymen attend scientific conferences in America. 
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he and Orra, as foreigners, paid no fee, Edward hoped that American scientific meetings 
would continue to be free, because fees like those in Britain “would prevent a large 
proportion of ingenious men, who are poor, from attending such meetings.”  
 In a second travel letter from Edinburgh, Edward wrote enthusiastically about 
Gideon Mantell’s lecture on the fauna and flora of New Zealand. He and Orra had seen 
Mantell on more than one occasion in London, and had studied his collections. In his 
Edinburgh lecture, Mantell showed “fine” drawings and “two entire feet, with the 
tarsometatarsal bones, of one of the species of Dinornis.” Edward also wrote about the 
ancillary events at the conference. On Friday and Tuesday evenings there was a “soiree” 
called “the Full Dress Promenade, which gave the ladies especially a chance of exhibiting 
themselves in their richest dresses.87 Gentlemen too, of the army or navy, appeared in their 
full uniform, with swords, I believe . . .” Edward (usually without Orra) attended breakfasts, 
dinners and soirées, some at private homes. He went for the company rather than the food. “I 
usually half starve at public dinners because the food is cooked in such modes that I prefer 
to let alone, rather than endure a fit of indigestion.” (There speaks the hypochondriac!) At 
meals he was surprised at the “torrents” of wine,” and in the streets saw “more drunkards 
than I have seen in all of Great Britain besides.” His republicanism was tested more than 
once. At a private supper he remarked to a barrister’s wife that Scotland was rather like New 
England in religion and education. “You extend the benefits of education to all classes, as 
we do,” he said. “‘I know we do,’ said she, ‘but I do not like it: it makes our servants 
discontented with their condition ... .’ I was rather surprised, but argued the point somewhat 
... .”88 At the conference and its social functions, “One could see, almost everywhere, a 
degree of deference, and truckling to rank, and especially to the nobility, that did not 
correspond exactly to a simple republican’s notions.”89 

 For a more detailed account of Edward’s activities in Edinburgh we must rely on 
Orra’s diary. She regularly attended the scientific meetings, and wrote about several of the 
lectures, an evening “conversazione” of the delegates and speakers, and also about a few 
private suppers which she described with entertaining liveliness (OWH, July 27 to August 
7). From her we learn that Edward was invited to breakfast or supper with several scientific 
colleagues and once with the Lord Provost of Edinburgh. She also recounted their visits to 
the Castle and other tourist sites, including John Knox’s house, and detailed their attendance 
at Sunday services, one so crowded that it required the intervention of Hugh Miller (1802-
1856), a geologist and evangelical Christian whom Edward had met, to find seats for them. 

On his first full day in Edinburgh, July 28, Edward had indulged his despondency in 
his diary and feared that he would die before returning home. As usual, however, he 
maintained a busy schedule that included two Sunday services, meetings of the British 
Association, and tours of the city and its environs. He studied the glacial marks at the hilltop 
of Arthur’s Seat, and compared the magnetic polarity there and at Calton Hill with that of 
Holyoke, Massachusetts. He observed “Highland soldiers in their costume with naked legs, 
petticoats & horse tails in front” (July 29), and found the monuments to Walter Scott and 
Lord Nelson imposing. Nonetheless, “I dislike the moral influence of monuments to military 
men and unsanctified genius.” (July 28-29). More to his liking would have been a day-long 
excursion organized by the British Association to Bass Rock, an isolated volcanic plug not 
far from the shore at North Berwick, where Presbyterians were once incarcerated. However, 
                                                 
87 Orra raised her eyebrows at this: “Do not think the ladies dress with a great deal of taste. On the whole I 
think they look better than Eng. ladies. Do not suppose the ladies of the highest circle were present, that is, the 
most fashionable. Presume the most intellectual were.” (OWH, August 2). 
88 Reminiscences, 353. 
89 Hitchcock, New York Observer, September 14, 1850. 
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confused arrangements left the Hitchcocks on the shore, so Edward had to content himself 
with looking through telescope or binoculars. (August 3). 
 Edward’s most enthusiastic moments were passed at the University of Edinburgh. He 
found the displays in its museum among the best arranged he’d ever seen, and its library 
room “probably the most magnificent room in Great Britain,” although he was puzzled when 
he spotted Napoleon’s table from St. Helena. “Why should such an article be there?” 
(August 3). He appreciated the drawings in the university’s agricultural department, and the 
rooms of the Highland Agricultural Society, whose displays he listed, without doubt 
thinking of his eventual report to the government of Massachusetts. He was equally pleased 
to learn that the university’s Divinity College had a professor of Natural Science. “Why 
should it not be imitated in the U. States?” (August 4). A year later in Religion of geology, 
he repeated that US seminaries should have professorships of natural theology “to be filled 
by men who are practically familiar with the natural sciences.”90 This was in keeping with 
his passionate belief that religious instruction should incorporate the latest science rather 
than treat science as an enemy. 
 Quitting Edinburgh on August 8th, the Hitchcocks took two days to reach London, 
this time entirely by train. Edward commented on railside geology as they went along, and 
observed that tunnels sometimes exposed the geological strata they penetrated. At 
Newcastle, he found, everything was “blackened & covered with smoke which pours out 
from a multitude of chimneys to mines scattered over a region 2 or 3 miles long.” (August 
8). A few days later, in a letter to his children, he quoted two lines from John Cleveland’s 
News from Newcastle (1651), “Then let this truth reciprocally run, / The sun’s heaven’s 
coalery, and coals our sun.”91  
 A day in York was the highlight of the journey south. Edward enjoyed the city’s 
medieval ruins, its museum’s collection of Roman objects, its library, and “one of the best 
collections in Natural History I have seen.” He singled out York’s cathedral as “the largest 
and finest” he had so far seen, yet his New England Protestantism asserted itself. “One of 
the windows of stained glass is 75 feet high. The central arch is 100 ft. high. Oh what 
monuments of human folly these old Cathedrals & Abbeys are.” (August 9). He and Orra 
walked up the Minster’s “273 steps of 8 inches” to the top where they were struck by the 
panoramic view of the city and its surroundings. When they reached London, Orra wrote: 
“Arrived at ½ past ten. Thus has finished our northern tour of memorable interest & closed 
with a week of deep interest & pleasure. Hope to profit some by it.” (OWH, August 9). 
 
 

Diary entries, July 28-August 9, 1850 
 
July 28. 
 In Edinburgh. Heard Dr. Guthrie & Dr. Candlish, men of strong minds & earnest 
manner. Dr. C. reads close, logical sermons very much as our ablest ministers in N. E. 
Sabbath well observed here & meetings well attended. 
 Walter Scott’s monument very splendid. Lord Nelson’s imposing. I dislike the moral 
influence of monuments to military men & unsanctified genius. Yet such are the most 
prominent all over the kingdom. 
 The last week has been a trying one to me on account of the state of my health which 
has been very bad. I am quite discouraged & sigh for home & the rest of home. I am fully 

                                                 
90 Religion of geology, ix. 
91 Letter of August 12, EOH, box 25, folder 16. Edward did not identify the source of his quotation. 
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satisfied (as indeed I was before starting) that this exile for one so feeble is unwise & 
unfavorable. I yielded my judgment to that of others; and indeed I have a secret hope that 
they might be right & that I should find myself at least a little invigorated. But that hope has 
almost died away & with it, my ambition for seeing new lands & new objects has almost 
gone. I cried long & earnestly to God for guidance before I decided to come abroad. If ever I 
felt honest & willing to do as God directed, it was in this. He allowed me to come & he has 
done wonders of mercy for me since. Still the probability is that I am never to return. If so I 
can only conclude it to be best for me & the world that I should die abroad. My earnest 
prayer should be to be willing thus to suffer & to die if it be God’s will. Hitherto I have been 
able to see in the end that however bitter the process, God’s ways were the best. It would be 
strange if it be not so now. Yet as it seems now, I shall not probably see through this 
dispensation till I reach eternity. Why I was allowed to come abroad only to die seems now 
mysterious, but I doubt not in eternity the mystery will be unraveled. God grant that my dear 
wife may live to return & be a blessing to our beloved family. God bless her & them all now 
& forever! 
 
July 29th.  
 Edinburgh 

Examined the basalt of Calton Hill92 & the Castle. Not columnar, often more or less 
vescicular, very compact & darker than our greenstone. Found only one spot & that a point a 
few inches diameter, at the top of Castle Hill that showed decided magnetic polarity, a south 
pole not so strong as those in Holyoke. 
 Visited John Knox’s house in High Street. Oh what a dirty street it is now! I rarely 
saw any thing like it. The inhabitants I judge more women & children all live in the street. 
Drunkards plenty. 
 Highland soldiers in their costume with naked legs abundant. Saw the great cannon 
made of thick hoops of iron called Mons Meg. It is some 15 feet long, the balls little more 
than a foot in diameter. Has been burst. For the various interesting structures in Edinburgh, 
see Black’s Guide. 
 
July 30. 
 Visited Arthur’s Seat 3 miles S.E. from Edinburgh. View splendid in all directions. 
Height about 800 ft. Trap. Basalt at top, sandstone below. In one place, more than half way 
down, saw marks of drift agency in striae upon the rocks. 
 Direction N.N.W. & S.S.E. 
 At top, for a rod or two of surface, the rocks are magnetic – exhibiting several poles 
(S.P.). The magnetism however is not as strong as in N. England. But I think a number of 
poles might be traced out with a delicate needle. No lines of poles. 
 
Aug. 3. 
 The last Tuesday in Edinburgh. Today however we took a trip by railway to N. 
Berwick. Tantallon Castle. Berwick Abbey. Dirleton Castle & Bass Rock.93 30 miles. Large 
party over 200. Rocks trap & sandstone of the coal measures. Agricultural character of most 
of the country & the cultivation good. Potato shows signs of disease. Bass Rock is only a 
mile from the shore, a naked bluff of trap several hundred feet high, remarkable for the vast 
                                                 
92 Popular hilltop in the center of Edinburgh, with an unfinished monument to Waterloo, and spectacular views. 
93 Bass Rock is a volcanic plug forty-six meters high, one and a half miles off the coast near North Berwick. 
Orra’s much peeved account of this excursion (OWH, August 3) contrasts with Edward’s. For a hilarious satire 
of the Bass Rock excursion, see OWH, 74-75. 
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quantities of Solen [Solan] Goose that live there. Their excrement covers a large part of the 
rock so as to appear as if covered with snow. I did not go over but through a glass could see 
the geese in vast numbers & men moving among them only a few feet distant. They are 
larger than the Canada Goose have web feet but narrow bills. They are mostly white & 
covered with down when young. 
 The old Castles & Abbey need no description; we have seen so many. 
 Passed over the site of the battle of Prester Pans [1648] where Col. Gardiner was 
killed & where stands his house. 
 A geological party of the British Association went to Perth and Hills. I will attempt 
no description here. I became acquainted with a large number of distinguished men but I do 
not think the proceedings are any better than those of the Am. Association nor the papers 
more able. 

The Museum of the Edinburgh University [visited on 1 August] is very fine. The 
Mammalia [sic] are put up in peculiar style so that you move through their midst. The effect 
is rather pleasing. The west room containing the birds, shells & minerals is the finest I have 
seen in Great Britain for its architecture & for light, & the cases are of the costliest 
description. The horizontal ones are of mahogany & the specimens of minerals are very 
select & some of them superb. The geological specimens are not so numerous although 
some very good. Five bones of Dinornis Giganticus & casts of elephants sinatheria 
mastodon etc. are numerous. 
 The birds are numerous & well arranged. The shells not numerous. The fish & 
reptiles are well put up. The insects out of sight as are many other specimens. If the rooms 
had been less ornamented & larger it would have been much better. 
 The library room containing nearly 100,000 volumes is probably the most 
magnificent room in Great Britain for such a purpose. The central aisle with its lofty arch is 
very imposing. At one end stands a bust of Burns & a table used by Bonaparte in St. Helena. 
Why should such an article be there? 
 In the agricultural department of the University under Prof. Low we find a great 
number of fine drawings of animals, also of agricultural implements, of seeds, etc. 
 In the Museum of the Highland Agricultural Society we find two beautiful rooms 
one above the other, well filled with the following objects: 
 l. Drawings of animals 
 2. Agricultural implements 
 3. Seeds of all sorts 
 4. Grasses & grain placed around the room against the walls. 
 5. Blocks of wood planed 
 6. Specimens of soils, marls & rocks 
 7. A small green house, 8 insects injurious to vegetation. These are some of the finest 
I have met with. 
 
August 4th.  
 Sabbath at Edinburgh. Heard a clergyman from the north of Scotland in the morning 
endeavoring to defend the peculiar doctrines of the Gospels from the objection that they are 
mysterious on the ground that nature is the same. Afternoon heard Dr. Gordon of the Free 
Church at the college, which is a Divinity College. Nevertheless it has a professor of Natural 
Science, Rev. Dr. Fleming. The same is the case in the New Divinity College near London. 
This is a fact of much interest. Why should it not be imitated in the U. States? 
 How high the north star appears! 
 Obliged to decline invitations to several dinners given by physicians. 
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August 8. 

Edinburgh to York by the Eastern railways, 208 miles. Passed through a rich 
agricultural district most of the way. Beginning to see fruits. 

Rocks trap & sandstone (Old red) most of the way – The sandstone district very rich 
soil. Passed over the site of the battle of Preston Pans94 & saw the house where Col Gardiner 
lived & died. It stands, I think upon an ancient sea beach. Saw also the ruins of the Napier 
house where Napier invented logarithms.95 

Numerous ravines or gorges are cut through the rocks near their mouths. Dunglass 
Burn is one near the seat of Sir James Hall.96 A gorge perhaps 30 or 40 ft. deep & 2 or 3 
rods wide in red sandstone about three miles through. 
 Passed over the coal formation of Newcastle. Every thing blackened & covered with 
smoke which pours out from a multitude of chimneys to mines scattered over a region 2 or 3 
miles long. Coke prepared in quantities & lateral railways in great numbers, running in all 
directions. Limestone occurs here also & I believe iron likewise. So does white clay for fine 
brick & the soil is very good also & well cultivated, for the most part. 
 Made the acquaintance of Dr. Johnstone & lady of Berwick on the Tweed, the author 
of British Zoophytes, very agreeable persons.97 Also Dr. Lancaster [Dr.Edwin Lankester, 
1814-74] of London, Prof. of Nat. Science in the New Theo. Coll. 
 
August 9. 
 York to London through Derby, Leicester etc. 219 miles. The whole distance 
beautiful agricultural region mostly like a garden. Near Matlock we came to hills of 
Derbyshire peat (Is not the gorge near that place an example of erosion by water?) 
 Several tunnels on the road. Some passed in 10, others in 30, 35, 100 – 120 seconds 
at the rate of about 20 miles per hour. All in sandstone some in the coal measures. Passed 
over or under coal region in the vicinity of Sheffield. 
 Curious steeple to the church in Chesterfield.98 

 The Museum in York consists of ruins of an old chapel & Abbey (fine), an old 
building of two stories containing an abundance of Roman coffins, pottery, statues, trinkets, 
etc. Some old Saxon. Also a new building containing a Library & one of the best collections 
in Natural History I have seen. The numbers of skeletons of animals, especially birds, is 
very large. The fossils, especially of England are very numerous & fine. The collection of 
birds good, that of shells not large. Crustacea considerable. 
 The Minster or Cathedral is the largest & finest I have seen. It is 525 feet long & the 
tower more than 200 ft. high, ascended by 273 steps of 8 inches. From the top you have a 
fine view of the city & surrounding country where many battles have been fought. The 
ancient wall of the city is still mostly preserved. The views of the arches on the inside of the 
Minster are very imposing. Only one comparatively small part devoted to worship which is 
performed twice each day, sermons only on the Sabbath. One of the windows of stained 
glass is 75 feet high. The central arch is 100 ft. high. Oh what monuments of human folly 
these old Cathedrals & Abbeys are. 
 Anecdote told me by a clergyman from the Isle of Wight of Dr Chalmers turning his 
horse into his garden at night. 
                                                 
94 The battle of Prestonpans, September 21, 1745, was a notable Jacobite victory. 
95 John Napier (1550-1617). Napier’s house is now part of Napier University, Edinburgh. 
96 James Hall (1761-1832) was a famous geologist. 
97 George Johnston (1797-1855), A history of the British zoophytes (London, 1838). 
98 Chesterfield’s “Crooked Spire” is twisted and leans to one side. 
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 Story of the Scottish peasant on the Sabbath, told by the same clergyman. 
 
 

Chapter 5. “We have seen more that looks like war than like peace:” The Frankfurt 
Peace Congress, August 12-24, 1850 

 
 After the Hitchcocks left London for the Continent, Edward no longer kept a diary 
(at least none has survived) but upon his return home, using notes that are now lost, he wrote 
out a lengthy memorandum of the months in Europe.99 Two of its remarks show that these 
schematic notes were to be used for sermons or publications: “Allude to the relics there in 
the Sacristy of the cathedral” [Aix la Chapelle] and “Gentlemen of this Association you are 
young ... .” It consists mostly of unpaginated lists of places and institutions without dates or 
comment, like these notes on Ghent: 
 

Cathedral 
600 nuns at vespers 
Theater most splendid in Europe. 
Seats for the Royal Family & Magistrates. 
Adjoining Halls 200 to 300 feet long for dancing, singing. 
Ghent to Aix La Chapelle – Rail Road with 25 tunnels in 34 miles = to more than 3 
miles.100 

 
 Frustrating in their brevity, these lists are nonetheless useful for establishing 
Edward’s activities on the Continent and they often include things not mentioned by Orra in 
her diary. In addition to this memorandum, Edward also compiled notes on his investigation 
of agricultural schools, and on several loose pages he detailed the expenses of the European 
tour.101 Like his fragmentary “Diary notes”, these are maddeningly abbreviated, so we do 
not know what he bought for slight sums when he mentions “engravings,” “sketches,” 
“Portraits,” “Pictures,” and “Drawings.” Because Orra was an artist-illustrator, it’s a pity 
that we have no idea of what these were. 
 We can learn more about the tour from several other sources: Orra’s diary, which is a 
detailed commentary on their itinerary; a few letters to his family; a travel letter about the 
Peace Congress in Frankfurt; an ecstatic description of the views from the heights of the 
Swiss Alps in Religion of geology; a section of Reminiscences devoted to the months in 
Europe; and his Report of commissioners concerning an agricultural school. Although the 
Peace Congress was initially the main reason for traveling on the Continent, Edward needed 
to learn about European agricultural schools, and wanted to see for himself the Swiss Alps 
that had entered so prominently into the previous half-century of theories of geological 
formations. Moreover, he and Orra were not immune to the appeals of tourism, so the Alps 
and a stay in Paris were probably on their itinerary from the outset. 

After landing in Calais on August 13th, the Hitchcocks spent a day in Ghent with a 
hired “commissaire” to show them about, and then took a train to Aix la Chapelle. In a 
travel letter to the New York Observer, Edward commented that en route, “in low and level 
districts, the potato disease has made fearful ravages.”102 After a day’s guided tour of Aix la 
                                                 
99 “Diary notes.” Edward used these notes (22 folios) when writing about the tour in Reminiscences, 338-63. 
100 “Diary notes,” folio 5 recto. 
101 “Agricultural notes,” EOH, box 22, folder 16, and “Financial records,” EOH, box 2, folder 14. 
102 “The Peace Congress by President Hitchcock,” dated Frankfurt, August 21, lead article in the New York 
Observer, September 28, 1850. 
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Chapelle, they spent half a day in Cologne before going on to Bonn where they remained for 
two days. 

In addition to sight-seeing in Bonn, they walked to the suburban castle of 
Poppelsdorf where Edward visited an agricultural school for the first time on the Continent. 
He and Orra also admired Poppelsdorf’s collections of natural history, its museum of 
antiquities, and its library.103 

 
Bonn. 
University & Agricultural school. 
Shaded walk to Popplesdorf [sic]. 
Relics. 
Popplesdorf. 

 Rooms of Nat. History. 
Library 150,000.104 

 
Orra was enthusiastic about the collections, particularly shells, her specialty. “Beautiful 
rooms and spacious, one in particular lined throughout with mineral productions, shells & 
corals, most wonderful, perfectly unique, wholly indescribable. Animals, birds & flowers 
covered with shells, corals, small pieces of gypsum ... portraits of heads made of entire 
shells.” (OWH, August 17).  

At Bonn on August 19, the Hitchcocks took a steamer down the Rhine, accompanied 
by several Bonn professors and their wives whom they had met on preceding days. A year 
later, in Religion of geology, Edward expatiated upon this trip down the Rhine, where the 
steamboat took them  

 
into the midst of the romantic Drachenfels, or seven mountains ... . These are the 
commencement of the romantic scenery of the Rhine. From thence to Bingen, some 
sixty or seventy miles, that river has cut its way through hills and mountains, 
sometimes rising one thousand feet. Along their base, the inhabitants have planted 
many a well-known town, while old castles, half crumbled down, recall continually 
the history of feudal ages; and here, too, springs up a multitude of remembrances of 
startling events in more recent times. The mind, indeed, finds itself drawn at one 
moment to some historical monument, and the next to scenery of surpassing beauty 
or sublimity; now the bold, overhanging rock, now the deep recess, now the towering 
mountain, now the quiet dell with its romantic villages; while every where on the 
north bank, the vine-clad terraces show us what wonders human industry can 
accomplish.105 

 
 On board was a huge party of British delegates to the Peace Congress in Frankfurt, 
including Richard Cobden, Britain’s prominent anti-war politician. They had chartered the 
ship, and the Hitchcocks had signed on in London for this portion of their travel. Some of 
the delegates said that “the movement is regarded by most of the higher classes as quixotic, 
and scarcely raised above ridicule; yet it do not trouble them. When it was mentioned that 
this and that respectable man was expected to be present, Mr. Cobden remarked that ‘when 
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University of Bonn; it still maintains a museum and a notable botanic garden. 
104 “Diary notes,” folio 6 recto. 
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we were going to be laughed at, it was pleasant to be in good company.’”106 Among the 
topics of discussion was the pending execution of the Harvard professor John Webster for 
the murder of Dr. George Parkman, a sensational case on both sides of the Atlantic. Fellow 
passengers “expressed much fear less one so high in place as Webster would slip the halter, 
and they hardly believed there was virtue enough in Massachusetts to compel his execution. 
I told them that I knew Webster well, and also knew something of Massachusetts courts and 
public opinion, and that just as surely as a steamer should arrive that left Boston after the 
first of August (i.e., first of September), they would have news of Webster’s execution.”107  
 At Beibrich the Hitchcocks left the ship and took a bus to Wiesbaden, a few miles 
west of Frankfurt. Hotels were overbooked, so Orra and Edward made do in a private home. 
“Slept on a sofa & four chairs with a bed on them & one of the ‘German beds,’ down, 
comfortable for a covering.” (OWH, August 19). Edward was eager to meet Guido 
Sandberger, who taught natural science in the Gymnasium of Wiesbaden. In 1845, he had 
exchanged letters with Sandberger, who had sent him “a collection of petrifactions and 
minerals” and who hoped that Edward would reciprocate.108 In his “Diary notes,” Edward 
mentions his colleague in a single phrase: “Weisbaden. Dr. Sandbergers. Walk to Geisberg 
Agricultural School.” Later, in Reminiscences, he wrote that Sandberger “went with me on 
foot to the estate of the Duke of Nassau, where an agricultural school is situated, and aided 
me in obtaining all the information I needed.”109 The Hitchcocks also visited the city’s spa 
where Orra, at least, indulged herself, and they also looked in on the Kursaal’s gambling 
room – without gambling! – before leaving for Frankfurt. 
 The Peace Congress in Frankfurt was the third successive antiwar convention 
organized principally by Elihu Burritt, a self-educated blacksmith from New England, 
known as the American “Peace missionary.”110 The first was held in Brussels in 1848, and 
the second in Paris in 1849. Emulating the temperance movement, Burritt – who also wrote 
for Amherst’s Hampshire and Franklin Gazette – secured thousands of antiwar pledges by 
diligent travels in New England, Great Britain, and Ireland from 1846 to 1850. Edward’s 
friend John Tappan, who with his wife accompanied the Hitchcocks to Europe, had been 
active for two decades in the Massachusetts Peace Society and more recently was a vice-
president of the consolidated American Peace Society based in Boston.111 Tappan paid for 
the Hitchcocks’ transatlantic passage to Europe, and also for the Burritts’ voyage; all three 
couples took the same steamer from Boston to Liverpool. According to Burritt, it was 
Tappan and Charles Sumner who had been named Frankfurt delegates,112 but in 
Reminiscences, Edward wrote that “although I had never formally joined any peace society 
at home, I sympathized with the object aimed at by such associations, and was requested to 

                                                 
106 Reminiscences, 360. 
107 Reminiscences, 359. In her diary Orra wrote “The day of Prof. W’s execution. Poor fellow, our last prayer 
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110 For Burritt and the Peace Congresses, see Merle Eugene Curti, American peace crusade 1814-1860 
(Durham NC, 1929), and W. H. Van der Linden, The international peace movement 1815-1874 (Amsterdam, 
1987). 
111 Van der Linden, Peace movement (previous note), 329. 
112 Elihu Burritt manuscript journal, vol. 14, 1850, in the Elihu Burritt Archives, New Britain Public Library, 
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act as delegate from the Massachusetts Society.”113 Possibly Tappan asked Edward to 
substitute for him.  
 Frankfurt was chosen as the site of the third international Peace Congress by Burritt 
and his colleagues because it had been the seat of the short-lived National Assembly 
(Nationalversammlung), the revolutionary government in 1848. The congress convened in 
St. Paul’s cathedral, a neoclassical building of 1833 where the ill-fated parliament had met. 
“Very commodious building,” wrote Orra in her diary, “fine marbled pillars, not much 
ornament except tricoloured flags & curtains, one large painting of Germania.” (OWH, 
August 22). Edward wrote that there were 400 delegates from England, plus English visitors 
and “ladies,” and that he met there thirty-one American “gentlemen,” three of them with 
their wives. The delegates chose Heinrich Karl Jaup as president, probably because he had 
been the prime minister of Hessen-Darmstadt in 1848 and 1849.  
 In a travel letter sent to the New York Observer, Edward said that the names of the 
former parliamentarians were still on the desks, “among which I noticed that of Blum, who 
was shot in Vienna.”114 Edward was therefore conversant with political matters and 
frequently voiced republican sentiments, but nOWHere did he disclose whether or not he 
was sympathetic to the revolutionary movements of 1848. In his travel letter he remarked on 
the heavy military presence in Frankfurt: “As yet we have seen more that looks like war than 
like peace.” Anne Bullard, whose husband Artemas was a delegate from Saint Louis – the 
Bullards subsequently traveled with the Hitchcocks – worried about large numbers of 
Prussian and Austrian soldiers. Frankfurt citizens complain, she wrote in a travel letter. “The 
presence of foreign troops wounds their pride, and embitters their feelings toward their 
rulers.” The Prince of Prussia, in the city on August 27th, refused a petition asking for 
reduction in troops that “a respectable committee” presented to him.115 

 Edward was elected one of the Congress’s vice-presidents, probably because he was 
the most notable of the few Americans present, but he was apparently not an ardent pacifist. 
The fiery Burritt was distressed at his “weak, hobbling speech.”116 Edward did not refer to 
his speech or to his vice-presidency in any of his notes or publications, but it is fair to 
assume that he endorsed the Congress’s resolutions (nearly identical with those of previous 
meetings in Brussels and Paris) which I summarize from his travel letter: 1. Abolish war. 2. 
Governments must seek arbitration in times of conflict. 3. There must be international 
disarmament. 4. No country should make loans to others for military purposes. 5. Non-
intervention should be an established principle. 6. A code of international law should be 
established by a congress of nations.117  
 Because British delegates dominated the Congress, the London Times and the 
Illustrated London News sent special correspondents to Frankfurt. Victor Hugo was invited 
to give the keynote address but could not come; instead a letter from him was read to the 
assembly. Edward thought the best and most applauded speakers were Cobden and Emile de 
Girardin, the prominent Parisian journalist and politician. Cobden was excellent, Edward 
                                                 
113 Reminiscences, 359. 
114 Hitchcock, “Peace Congress” (note 102). Robert Blum had been sent to Vienna’s constituent assembly as a 
delegate from the Frankfurt parliament, but was executed by the Austrians on October 21, 1848. 
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reported, using a military metaphor perhaps inspired by the omnipresent soldiery: “He is full 
of his subject, yet his sentences are very much condensed and they come out occasionally 
like a discharge of grapeshot.”118 Edward mentioned several American speakers, including 
the much applauded “Rev. Mr. [Henry] Garnett, of New York (colored).” It was Orra, 
however, not Edward, who called attention to the most sensational North American speaker: 
“a speech from Rev. Mr. Copway, an Indian chief of the Ojibwa tribe, very good but 
laboured.” (OWH, August 24). This was George Copway (Kah-ge-ga-gah-bOWH, 1818-
1863?), a prominent Ojibwa convert from Canada, and a prolific writer on the benefits of 
Christianity. Making a plea for the self-determination of all people, he wore feathery native 
costume and gave a peace pipe to the convention’s president.119 

 Although cryptic as usual, Edward’s “Diary notes” indicate some sight-seeing in 
Frankfurt. 
 

Jews quarter of the city. 
Place where the Rosthchilds [sic] originated. 
The Ariadne & Paintings. 
Collosal [sic] statue of Goethe. 
62,000 inhabitants. 
The Casino & Jugel’s Bookstore. 
Paul’s Church where the Congress met.cc 

 
 Orra’s diary expands upon this Spartan list. The statues of Ariadne (“sitting upon a 
lion most gracefully”) and Goethe were in the city’s art museum, where they also saw a 
number of paintings. Elsewhere in the city, Orra’s New England reserve was offended by 
sculptures of nudes. “Two in the Hotel de Russie enough to shock the delicacy of a stranger 
just entering the city & inquiring for a stopping place & at Bethman’s garden the pavilion is 
filled with them so that your eyes can hardly have a resting place.” (OWH, August 21). 
 
 

Chapter 6. “The whole scene seemed to me to be unearthly:” Germany and 
Switzerland, August 24–September 10, 1850 

 
 After the final meeting of the Peace Congress on the morning of August 24, the 
Hitchcocks took a carriage to Heidelberg which they reached late in the day. From their 
hotel Orra loved the “most romantic view from my window, a very large & old castle on a 
hill, palace & fortress, work of different ages & different styles of architecture, part of it 
called the Eng. Palace in good preservation, the rest roofless, much of it clad in ivy.” (OWH, 
August 24). The next day, Sunday, they visited the castle and also the university. Edward 
was aghast to see in the castle “The great tun or wine cask 24 ft. high & 36 ft. long, holds 
800 hogsheads or 283.200 bottles.”120  
 Edward summarized the day in his “Diary notes:” 
 
 Spent the Sabbath here. Prayer Meeting in a chamber of Prince Karl Hotel. 
 Violations of the Sabbath. 
 Sermon by the Bishop of Madras.121 
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 Again it is Orra’s diary that lets us accompany the Hitchcocks. That morning’s 
sermon was in an “Eng. Church service, very neat & plain building. Preacher Rev. Mr. 
Spencer of England, lately made bishop of Madras. Rather young for a bishop . . . A very 
good sermon on the parable of the rich man & Lazarus, his riches and faring sumptuously 
was no more than most of his audience who were principally strangers here journeying for 
pleasure & good natural comfortable lives, the application to ourselves.” For the Hitchcocks, 
the Sabbath was indeed violated because all the shops were open, but they compensated by 
holding a prayer meeting in their hotel room described by Orra: “at 7 a little company of us 
who were strangers of the number of 13 met in our little upper room for a season of prayer 
& it was truly refreshing. 5 or 6 were clergymen & dissenters.” (OWH, August 25).  
  From Heidelberg Orra and Edward took the train south to Freiburg im Breisgau, and 
then an evening ride in an omnibus to Basel. In Heidelberg they had parted with the 
Tappans, who had accompanied them much of the time, but in Switzerland they frequently 
encountered people they had met at the Peace Congress. Among them were the Reverend 
Artemas Bullard and his wife Anne, who traveled alongside them from August 31 until 
September 9. Edward’s “Diary notes” about their two weeks in Switzerland as usual consist 
only of tantalizing segments like these: 
 
 The Righi 5700 feet above the ocean. 
 View from its summit. 
 Tell’s Chapel at its foot. 
 Lake Lucerne & the city. 
 Hydropathic establishment on the side of Righi. 
 Berne. Hofwyl.  
 Clock. Bears. Arcades & walks. 
 
 The Hitchcocks spent one or two days each in Zürich, Lucerne, Bern, Vevay, and 
Geneva, travelling by carriage, train, and boat. In each city they attended to some of the 
chief tourist attractions, and in Zürich “Mr. H. went to call on some gentlemen.” (OWH, 
August 28). From Edward’s note on Geneva, we know that he met “Dr. Malan & Merle 
Daubeny.” Anne Bullard’s travel letter tells us more.122 Edward and Artemas Bullard called 
on Rev. César Malan and Rev. J. H. Merle d’Aubigné, two theologians of their generation. 
Malan wrote on Swiss peasants and children, and Merle d’Aubigné on the history of the 
Reformation. Edward and Bullard would have known about them because their publications 
had been translated into English. While in Geneva, the Hitchcocks made a point of visiting 
Calvin’s house and cathedral,123 and a few days earlier, in Zürich, they had paid homage to 
Zwingli’s cathedral and looked at his battle armor. On the slope of Mount Rigi they stopped 
at the place where Zwingli fell in battle.124  
  Edward went beyond his telegraphic lists only rarely in his “Diary notes.” Echoing 
Orra’s often-expressed worries, he once remarked “Females work abroad all over Europe 
while their husbands & brothers are loafing in military costume. Females in the church at 
Montigny look much like beasts of burden.”125 Although this implies sympathy with 
women’s lot, Edward’s last Swiss entry in “Diary notes” reads “Goitre & cretinism. 
Beggars.” Orra’s diary for the Canton of Valais similarly reads “The goiter, cretinism & filth 
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& poverty of these people is dreadful.” Because of in-breeding, these unfortunates, often 
deaf and dumb as well as deformed, were especially numerous. Orra and Edward were 
making what to them were purely descriptive remarks, but Orra added the openly prejudiced 
idea that the Catholicism of their Canton had something to do with it, whereas the 
neighboring Canton of Vaud, “is protestant & the land better; the people look clean. The 
difference is marked that it seems almost like another country.” (OWH, September 9).  
 Edward’s mandate to examine agricultural instruction inspired only one visit to an 
agricultural school in Switzerland, that of Hofwyl, nine miles from Bern. It was well known 
for its agricultural institute established in 1799 by Phillipp Emanuel von Fellenberg, and 
Edward would have appreciated that it combined farm training and general education for all 
classes. However, after describing it as a “large, rich old establishment, buildings very 
good,” Orra remarked “Instruction given up except what relates to the agricultural 
department.” (OWH, August 31). In his report to government of Massachusetts, Edward laid 
the blame for the school’s decline to the decision to enroll “sons of princes and nobles, along 
with those of the peasantry and orphans.” This was a death blow, although Fellenberg 
“attempted to reconcile and hold together by a principle of love, what can only be sustained 
by the bayonet, viz., hereditary distinctions of caste and enlightened poverty.” At least there 
were “some students there still, who receive some instruction, and labor on the land; there is 
also a small orphan school.”126 

 Edward’s other professional concern, geology, was amply rewarded by his study of 
the Swiss landscape. 
 

Ride to Chamony in Savoy or Sardinia [sic]. 
Marks of ancient glaciers. 
Describe a modern glacier. 
The Flégère  
Saw travellers descending from the summit of Mt. Blanc. 
Montamiel & the Mer de Glace. 
Moraines, bowlders. 
Aiguilles or needles. 
Chamouny [sic] to Montigny through the Pass of Tete Noir.127 

 
 Agassiz had initiated his theory of a massive prehistoric ice cap by studying his 
native mountains, and Edward (who had had Orra copy Agassiz’s illustration of mountain 
glaciers),128 was eager to test his own ideas about glacial movement. Only a few of his 
surviving notes use geological language; he took field notes that have disappeared. On their 
last Sunday in Switzerland, Orra recalled that it was the first Sabbath of the term at Amherst, 
“& the president wandering over the mountains of Switzerland, but he has been gleaning 
much scientific information during the past week.” (OWH, September 8).  
 Orra gave a detailed account of their circuitous route through Switzerland, dedicated 
much more to seeing the landscape and the most notable mountains than to the cities. 
Although Edward complained of his health––both were in their fifties––they kept up a 
rigorous schedule. Looking back from Paris upon their Swiss mountaineering, Orra 
acknowledged their fatigue in a letter to her children: “You would suppose that ‘a wanderer 
under the shadow of Mont Blanc’ would be filled with poetic ideas, but I tell you it is a very 
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different thing to get on to the back of a mule & ride all day up & down these dreadful roads 
or walk a dozen or fifteen miles, from sitting down & reading about it at home.”129 

 To get a view of Mont Blanc and to approach the Mer de Glace, they tramped 
upward for two and one half hours, reaching the summit of Mount Rigi only after an 
exhausting climb. Then they arose before dawn to see the sunrise from the heights of Rigi. It 
lived up to their expectations. A year later, Edward recalled it vividly. 
 

Look now, for the sun’s first rays have shed a flood of glory over the clouds which 
now fill the valleys beneath your feet. A fleecy white predominates; but the colors of 
the prism tinge the edges of the clouds, and no part of the solid earth rises above 
them, save the pinnacle on which you stand, and to the south the higher peaks of the 
Bernese Alps, -- the Jungfrau, the Eiger, the Shreckhorn, and the Wetterhorn, -- 
covered with snow and glaciers, and seeming too pure to belong to earth. Indeed, the 
whole scene seemed to me to be unearthly; the fittest emblem that my eyes ever 
rested upon of celestial scenes; and one cannot repress the desire, when looking upon 
it, to be borne away on wings over the glorious scene, and to repose for a time upon 
the gorgeous bed, forgetful of the lower world.130 

 
 In Reminiscences twelve years further on, Edward wrote that the scenery and 
geology of Switzerland was “his favorite field.” “In geology, my almost constant soliloquy 
was, Eureka! Eureka!” Elsewhere in Europe he had found parallels in North America, “but 
in Switzerland I knock under, and give myself up to gazing and admiring.” Among the 
greatest pleasures of life, he insisted, were opportunities “to gaze upon the beautiful, the 
bizarre and the sublime in natural scenery.” The geologist was better prepared than others to 
enjoy such scenes because they brought his work to emotional heights. For the geologist, 
“no mountain so high that he does not scale it, no gulf too profound for his adventurous step, 
no region so wild and desolate that is not full of interest to him.”131 Hence when Edward 
was on the mountain tops of Switzerland, he merged nature with his religion and his 
geology.  
 

As I once stood by the side of the Mer de Glace at Montanvert on the side of Mont 
Blanc, looking across the Glacier, we saw rising before us those numerous needle 
shaped mountains which form one of the most striking features of the Alps, one of 
them, the Auguille [Anguille] Verte, shooting up seven thousand feet. Together they 
seemed a city of gigantic minarets or church spires and so impressed was an English 
gentleman by my side with the resemblance and the grandeur of the scene, that he 
requested my companion, an American clergyman, to offer prayer.132 
 

 
Chapter 7. “I tasted the water, and found it pleasant, though warm.” Paris, and the 

return home, September 12-October 17, 1850 
 

                                                 
129 Orra to her children, 18 September 1850: EOH, box 25, folder 26. Her quotation refers to George B. 
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 The Hitchcocks took four days to go from Geneva to Paris, including two overnight 
voyages in a diligence (a carriage that could hold 16-18 persons). In Paris they spent their 
first night at the famous Meurice’s, then settled for two weeks in a fifth-floor room in a 
boarding house on the rue de la Convention in west-central Paris. In the same “home” and 
nearby rental quarters they encountered a number of Americans, several of whom Orra 
thanked for helping her with shopping and sight-seeing. And shopping and sight-seeing they 
did! Orra’s disdain for shopping in London gave way before the glittering shops in the 
French capital. “Wednesday. All the morning shopping. Shawls 60 fr., dress 45 fr. 10 sous, 
pin 5 fr., ...” (OWH, September 18). Edward also did his share of shopping, buying a silk 
gown (60 fr.), a silk “Neckhandkerchief” (8 fr.), a collar, matches, medicines, a “Shaving 
Apparatus” for Edward, Jr., and a few instruments, including a “Spy Glass 25.00,” a 
microscope and slides for it (91.6 frs.), and two paper cutters.133 Sight-seeing occupied 
much of their time, and they quite thoroughly canvassed the city’s major attractions. 
 

Pere la Chaise Cemetery. 
Public monuments. 
Column of Austerlitz cannon in Place de Vendome. 
Column of July, where the Bastille used to stand – east of the Hotel de Ville. 
Number of cannon & Musket Balls. 
Triumphal Arch in the Place du Caroussal [sic] ... by Bonaparte in 1806. 
Do at the end of the Avenue of the Elysian Fields. 
Obelisk of Luxor. 
Garden of the Tuilleries [sic] 
Place of Concord – fountains. 
Champ de Elysees [sic] Avenue 3 miles long.134 

 
 From Orra’s diary we know that they mostly walked about the city rather than take 
cabs or public conveyances. On September 21 they took an extraordinary walk from the 
cemetery of Père Lachaise to the Bastille, then crossed the river to the Jardin des Plantes, 
and finally walked “home” via the Hôtel de Ville and Notre Dame. On two evenings they 
went over to the Champs Elysées. Orra waxed enthusiastic over the cafés-concert and the 
promenading crowds of fashionable Parisians. (OWH, September 18 and 22). They also 
went outside the city to Versailles and to Sèvres, whose interiors and sales shop Orra 
particularly admired. (OWH, September 19 and 23). Edward didn’t neglect science entirely, 
for he also visited the Ecole des Mines in the capital, an important center of geological 
research and publications. He was disappointed by its “crowded and poorly lighted 
rooms.”135 He examined the observatory in the Luxembourg Gardens, and in the Grenelle 
district, he studied its famous artesian well. “In September, 1850, I visited this well, and 
found the water running still . . . , tasted the water, and found it pleasant, though warm, (84 
deg. Fahrenheit).”136  
 Once Edward journeyed outside the city to survey the Royal Agronomic Institution 
of Grignon, twenty-five miles southwest of Paris, for the sake of his future report. 
Accompanied “by Mr. Money of Massachusetts who kindly acted as my interpreter,” he 
interviewed the director and studied the curriculum, the buildings and the attached farm. 
This national institution was dedicated “to educate young men of good families, to become 
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directors and stewards of estates, or to manage judiciously their own estates, and not to learn 
men [sic] to become themselves laborers.” As he had in Ireland and Great Britain, Edward 
regretted “that the school is closed against the poorer classes.”137 He also made time to look 
into the National Agronomic Institute at Versailles, which encompassed three farms, 
gardens, and forest. “This is one of the most signal triumphs of republicanism in France, that 
so large a portion of that magnificent seat of royalty, should be devoted to an agricultural 
institution.”138  
 For her part, Orra had by now become tired of travel. “Paris is a beautiful city,” she 
wrote her children, “but we are tired of these foreign places & if it was not for being 
questioned if we have seen this & that when we reach home, if we even do, I believe we 
should hardly visit another palace here.”139 They left Paris on September 27 and took a ferry 
from Boulogne to Folkstone, suffering a terrible bout of seasickness that Orra described in 
graphic and diverting detail in her diary (September 27). Shortly after their ship left 
Liverpool for Boston, they witnessed a spectacular waterspout (October 5). On the next day, 
more excitement. Their ship ran down a schooner and had to take the crew on board (they 
were deposited in Halifax to find a return voyage home). As usual, Edward was sick and 
kept to his cabin. Orra recovered quickly and enjoyed peaceful views from the deck. 
 After a brief stop in Halifax, where a telegraph was sent to Boston to announce their 
arrival (OWH, October 15), the ship reached Boston in late evening, twenty-two weeks after 
the Hitchcocks had left the city for Europe. Passengers remained on the ship overnight, but 
the deafening noise of letting off steam kept Orra awake. “Spoke to Mr. H., no answer, got 
up to see, found him dead asleep.” (OWH, October 16). Sleep was a good omen, and the 
Hitchcocks landed in good spirits. They spent the day and night in Boston, and on the 18th 
took a train to Northampton. A student delegation met them at the depot and escorted them 
to Amherst. There they were treated to a triumphal return. All four college classes 
accompanied them to their home and that evening, all the college windows were lit up in 
celebration.140 

 
EPILOGUE 

 
We don’t know how the Hitchcocks reinserted themselves in their familiar 

environment of home and college after their longest absence from Amherst. Did memories 
of their tour make them reevaluate their surroundings, their duties and their pleasures? We 
have nothing from Orra after her return, but Edward set about writing his report on 
agricultural instruction; he signed it on December 16, two months after his return.141 It was 
the chief monument of his European tour and became the basis of the curriculum of the 
state’s first agricultural school, the Massachusetts Agricultural College (subsequently the 
University of Massachusetts), founded in 1863. Over its many pages and appendices, 
Edward gave an account of the European agricultural schools that he visited and others he 
had learned about. An agricultural school in the United States was much needed because 
America was backward in offering proper instruction, but was nonetheless blessed by a 
“more perfect state of civil and religious liberty,” a relative lack of government control over 
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schools, and freedom from “those broad distinctions of caste” that marred the old 
countries.142 

Also that autumn, soon after his return, Edward wrote several memoranda that listed 
his travels on the Continent and the expenses and mileage of their whole tour. With 
customary exactitude, he wrote that they traveled 2444 miles in Great Britain, and 1963 on 
the Continent, at a cost of $1519.54, or about $10 a day over the twenty-two weeks. They 
were little out of pocket because nearly all their expenses were either reimbursed by the 
state, or covered by donations from the Tappans, who paid their transatlantic fares ($240), 
and from other acquaintances.143 These memoranda also include some reflections on Britain 
and America. He admired British social graces, whereas Americans are “boisterous and 
rude.” Nonetheless, America is blessed with the “privileges” of democracy. Everything is 
unsettled now, but “Our grand business is to settle them right & we shall save our country & 
in saving that we shall save the world.”144 

Edward spent the next decade “settling” things in Amherst College, and in the public 
realms of geology and religion. He resigned from the presidency in 1854, but continued a 
vigorous program of teaching and research. In 1851 his Religion of geology included lengthy 
references to the European tour, as we’ve seen, but his major publications in the sciences 
carried on his empirical scientific work. In 1858 he published Report on the ichnology of 
New England, his magnum opus on the fossil prints, and two years later, a much enlarged 
edition of Elementary geology, his best-selling college text first published in 1840. Named 
state geologist of Vermont in 1856, he directed the researches and publication of the two-
volume Report on the geology of Vermont that appeared in 1861. Two years later he suffered 
the death of his wife, on whom he had been utterly dependent. Nonetheless, he managed to 
publish his last major article on the fossil prints,145 and also his autobiographical 
Reminiscences, in which he gave many pages to the European tour. When he died in 1864 he 
was no longer in the forefront of science, but he left behind abundant evidence of one of the 
most productive scientific careers of the middle third of the nineteenth century. 

                                                 
142 Report of commissioners, 73-74. 
143 These items are found in the folders listed above: EOH, box 2, folder 14, box 19, folder 7, and box 22, 
folder 16. 
144 “Diary notes,” folio 22 verso. 
145 Hitchcock, “New facts and conclusions respecting the fossil footmarks of the Connecticut Valley,” 
American Journal of Science, new series, 20 (1863), 46-57. 
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GLOSSARY OF GEOLOGICAL TERMS 
 

Basalt: volcanic rock (cooled lava) 
 
Cambrian: between the Precambrian and Ordovician periods of the geological timescale, 
approximately from 542 to 488 million years ago 
 
Chalk: upper Cretaceous limestone formation, approximately 100 to 65 million years ago 
 
Coal measures: strata of the Upper Carboniferous (Europe) or the Pennsylvanian (North 
America), approximately 320-286 million years ago 
 
Conglomerate: sedimentary rock of individual stones cemented together 
 
Drift: trails of pebbles and rocks laid down by glacial action 
 
Dyke (also dike): intrusion of igneous rocks filling fissures in original strata 
 
Greensand: olive-green sandstone 
 
Greenstone: green-colored metamorphic rock 
 
Greywacke: hard sedimentary rock of the Paleozoic era 
 
Lias: of the lower Jurassic period, approximately 200 to 175 million years ago 
 
Marl: lime-rich mudstone 
 
Old Red Sandstone: Devonian sedimentary rock, approximately 415 to 360 million years 
ago 
 
Oolite: sedimentary rock of spherical grains, usually referring to oolitic limestone of the 
Jurassic era 
 
Osars: elongated ridges or mounds of gravel of disputed origin, probably glacial 
 
Porphyry: igneous rock with embedded crystals 
 
Roches moutonnées: bedrock mounds rounded by glacial action 
 
Sandrock, sandstone: sedimentary rock made primarily of sand 
 
Sea beaches: pebbles and rocks deposited at the edges of glacial lakes 
 
Silurian: between the Devonian and Ordovician periods of the geological timescale, 
approximately 444 to 415 million years ago 
 
Striae: scratches on rock caused by glacial scraping 
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Syenite: an igneous rock consisting of feldspar and other minerals 
 
Tertiary period: approximately 65 to 2 million years ago 
 
Trap: fine grained igneous rock 
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